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Abstract. We prove a version of uniqueness theorem for Cuntz-Pimsner algebras of
discrete product systems over semigroups of Ore type. To this end, we introduce Doplicher-
Roberts picture of Cuntz-Pimsner algebras, and the semigroup dual to a product system
of 'regular' C˚-correspondences. Under a certain aperiodicity condition on the latter,
we obtain the uniqueness theorem and a simplicity criterion for the algebras in question.
These results generalize the corresponding ones for crossed products by discrete groups,
due to Archbold and Spielberg, and for Exel's crossed products, due to Exel and Vershik.
They also give interesting conditions for topological higher rank graphs and P -graphs, and
apply to the new Cuntz C˚-algebra QN arising from the "ax ` b"-semigroup over N.

1. Introduction

A fundamental problem in every theory dealing with C˚-algebras generated by operators
satisfying prescribed relations is the uniqueness of such objects. More speci�cally, suppose
R is a set of C˚-algebraic relations on a set of generators G, and suppose there is a mapping
π : G Ñ BpHq such that tπpgqugPG are non-zero bounded operators on a Hilbert space H
which satisfy relations R. We call such π faithful representation of pG,Rq, and we denote
by C˚pπq the C˚-algebra generated by tπpgqugPG . The pair pG,Rq has uniqueness property
if for any two faithful representations π1, π2 of pG,Rq the mapping

π1pgq ÞÝÑ π2pgq, g P G,
extends to the (necessarily unique) isomorphism C˚pπ1q – C˚pπ2q. Results stating that a
certain class of relations possesses the above property are called uniqueness theorems. For
reasonable pairs pG,Rq, see for instance [5], there exists a universal C˚-algebra C˚pG,Rq
for the above de�ned representations of pG,Rq. Clearly, pG,Rq has the uniqueness property
if and only if C˚pG,Rq exists and for any faithful representation π of pG,Rq the natural
epimorphism from C˚pG,Rq onto C˚pπq is actually an isomorphism.

Among the oldest and best studied uniqueness theorems are those related to C˚-dynamical
systems. Recall that such a system pA,α,Gq, consists of a C˚-algebra A and a group action
α : GÑ AutpAq. Uniqueness result in this context applies to the associated crossed product.
Starting at least from the sixties, uniqueness theorems for crossed products began to appear
in connection with various problems such as properties of the Connes spectrum, proper
outerness, ideal structure, or spectral analysis of functional-di�erential operators, see [2,
p. 225, 226], [4] and [33] for relevant surveys. One of the most popular conditions of this
kind, known today as topological freeness, was probably for the �rst time explicitly stated
in [36] for Z-actions. O'Donovan proved in [36] that if the set of periodic points for the

dual action pα on the spectrum pA of A has empty interior then the crossed product Aoα Z
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has intersection property, which is equivalent to the uniqueness property as de�ned above.
This result was generalized to the case of amenable discrete groups [2] and then to arbitrary
discrete groups [4]. More speci�cally, by [4, Theorem 1] topological freeness of pα implies
intersection property for A oα G, and this is equivalent to the uniqueness property if and
only if action α is amenable in the sense that the full crossed product AoαG and the reduced
crossed product Aoα,rG are naturally isomorphic. This formulation is very convenient as it
allows to investigate amenability and topological freeness of α independently. Moreover, it
can be used to study the structure of the reduced crossed product Aoα,r G. We recall that
for a separable A and G “ Z, or if A is commutative and G amenable discrete, topological
freeness of pα is equivalent to the uniqueness property for AoαG, see [37, Theorem 10.4] and
[4, Theorem 2], respectively. However, it is known that already for Z2 actions topological
freeness is only su�cient but not necessary for the uniqueness property, [4, Remark on page
123].

Another line of research leading towards numerous uniqueness theorems was initiated
by the seminal work of Cuntz and Krieger, [13]. In particular, [13, Theorem 2.13] states
that the Cuntz-Krieger relations possess the uniqueness property if the underlying matrix
A satis�es condition (I). Since then, similar results concerning various generalizations of
the algebra OA are usually called Cuntz-Krieger uniqueness theorems. The diagram in
Figure 1 presents certain such theorems relevant to the present paper; each item contains
the name of universal algebras, the condition which is (at present known to be) equivalent
to uniqueness property for the corresponding de�ning relations, and the names of authors
who introduced the condition. An arrow from A to B indicates that algebras in question
and the condition in B can be viewed as generalizations of the ones in A. We provide more
details and explanations in Section 6.�
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Figure 1. Cuntz-Krieger uniqueness theorems

The C˚-algebras associated with topological graphs were introduced in [27] as a gener-
alization of both graph C˚-algebras and crossed products of commutative C˚-algebras by
Z-actions. Similarly, C˚-algebras arising from topological higher rank graphs [47] include as
examples crossed products of commutative C˚-algebras by Zk-actions. Algebras associated
to topological higher rank graphs provide interesting examples of a general, intensively in-
vestigated but still largely undeveloped theory of algebras associated with product systems
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over semigroups, [8]. One of the main aims of the present article is initialization of a system-
atic and uni�ed approach to the study of uniqueness properties for universal C˚-algebras
C˚pG,Rq. To this end, we establish certain general results for Cuntz-Pimsner algebras as-
sociated with product systems over a large class of semigroups, and with coe�cients in an
arbitrary (not necessarily commutative) C˚-algebra A.

Uniqueness theorems are often studied via the associated gauge action of a dual group
pG or a coaction of a relevant group G, e.g. see [26], [8]. In general, existence of such an
additional structure on a universal C˚-algebra C˚pG,Rq can be thought of as arising from
a symmetry in relations R. It establishes a Fell bundle structure tBtutPG on C˚pG,Rq. If
G “ Z and the Fell bundle tBkukPZ is semisaturated then C˚-algebra C˚pG,Rq is naturally
isomorphic to the crossed product B0 oB1 Z, [1], where B1 is treated as a Hilbert bimodule
over B0. The �rst named author proved in [33] a uniqueness theorem for B0oB1Z under the

assumption that a partial homeomorphism of pB0 given by Rie�el's induced representation
functor B1´ Ind is topologically free. It seems plausible that similar techniques may lead to
a generalization of [33, Theorem 2.2] to Fell bundles over arbitrary discrete groups. However,
in many important cases (e.g. those listed in Figure 1 above) the initial data correspond
to semigroups rather than groups. The analysis in [32] shows that in the context of Cuntz-
Pimsner algebras associated with product systems over semigroups P , passing from the
initial algebra A to the core B0 is a very nontrivial procedure even in the case A – Cn
and P “ N. That is why we pursue here a more ambitious program focused on semigroups
rather than groups.

Our initial object is a product system of C˚-correspondences X over a discrete semigroup
P and with coe�cients in an arbitrary C˚-algebra A, as de�ned in [22]. We impose two
critical restrictions on the product systems in question, one on the underlying semigroup
P and one on the structure of �bers Xp, p P P . Namely, we assume that P is an Ore
semigroup. (Actually, we consider slightly more general semigroups, satisfying only one-
sided cancellation, see Subsection 2.5 below.) Such semigroups arise naturally in many
contexts, including dilations, [34], interactions, [18], and skew rings, [3]. Among examples
one �nds all groups and all commutative cancellative semigroups. About the �bers Xp,
p P P , we assume that the left action of A is given by an injective homomorphism into the
compacts KpXpq. We call such an X regular product system.

In the present paper, we are primarily focused on investigations of the Cuntz-Pimsner
algebra OX associated to a regular product system X, as in [22]. Under our assumptions
on X and P , Fowler's de�nition seems to work particularly well. For instance, when P is a
positive cone in an ordered quasi-lattice group pG,P q, then OX coincides with the Cuntz-
Nica-Pimsner algebra NOX , [22], [44], [8]. However, we stress that the very de�nition of the
Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner algebra NOX puts severe restrictions on the class of semigroups P one
may consider. In particular, P itself cannot be a group and this excludes many interesting
examples. By contrast, the algebra OX does not have this drawback and our results reinforce
the perception that (under our assumptions) it is the right object to study.

In Section 3, we analyze the structure of the algebra OX associated to a regular product
system X. We show (see Theorem 3.8 below) that OX can be constructed in the spirit of
the Doplicher-Roberts algebras arising in the abstract duality theory for compact groups,
[15]. More precisely, we show that X gives rise to a right tensor C˚-precategory KX over
the semigroup P , cf. [15], [31], and OX is a completion of a graded ˚-algebra whose �bers
are direct limits of elements of KX . In the case P “ N (and with no further assumptions on
X) such an approach was elaborated in [31]. This description immediately implies that the
universal representation of X in OX is injective, thus answering a question going back to
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Fowler's original paper [22, Remark 2.10]. It also allows us to view and study OX as a cross
sectional algebra of a certain Fell bundle tpOXqgugPGpP q over the enveloping group GpP q of
P . Taking advantage of this picture, we de�ne the reduced Cuntz-Pimsner algebra Or

X of X
as the reduced cross sectional algebra of tpOXqgugPGpP q [16], [38]. In the case OX “ NOX ,
our Or

X coincides with the co-universal algebra NOr
X de�ned in [8].

In Section 4, we present a novel construction of a semigroup pX dual to a regular product

system X. Elements of pX are multivalued maps on the spectrum of the coe�cient algebra A.
When P “ G is a group, these maps are honest homeomorphisms arising through Rie�el's

induction, cf. [33]. The semigroup pX is particularly well suited for the study of uniqueness
property and related questions.

In Section 5, we formulate a topological aperiodicity condition in terms of the semigroup
pX. This is the key ingredient entering our uniqueness theorem, see Theorem 5.6 below. We

prove that if pX is topologically aperiodic, then for any faithful Cuntz-Pimsner representation
ψ of X there exists a conditional expectation from the C˚-algebra generated by ψpXq onto
its core C˚-subalgebra. Such conditional expectations are main tools in analysis of repre-
sentations and ideal structure of C˚-algebras under consideration. In particular, they are of
critical importance in various gauge-invariant uniqueness theorems, see, for instance, [26],
[8], [39, Chapter 3]. When OX “ Or

X , our uniqueness theorem states that a representation
of OX is faithful if and only if it is faithful on the algebra of coe�cients A. As a corollary

to Theorem 5.6, we obtain the following simplicity criterion. If pX is topologically aperiodic
then Or

X is simple if and only if X is minimal, see Theorem 5.10 below.
Applications and examples of our main results are presented in Section 6. Logical relation-

ships between the topological aperiodicity of pX and other aperiodicity conditions mentioned
above, when applied to particular examples, are presented schematically on Figure 2. More
speci�cally, in Subsection 6.1 we consider product systems X whose �bers are Hilbert bi-

modules. We show that under this assumption the semigroup pX “ t pXpupPP consists of

partial homeomorphisms and generates a partial action of GpP q on pA, see Proposition 6.4
below. In this setting, topological freeness implies topological aperiodicity. As a bonus, we
obtain uniqueness theorems and simplicity criteria for cross sectional algebras of saturated
Fell bundles (Corollary 6.5) and for twisted crossed products by semigroups of injective
endomorphisms with hereditary ranges (Proposition 6.9).

�
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for product systems

��

topological freeness

for groups of automorphisms
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Figure 2. Relationship between aperiodicity conditions

Another motivation for our work comes from theory of graph algebras and their general-
izations. Any topological graph E gives rise to a product system X over the semigroup of
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natural numbers, [27]. In this context, topological aperiodicity of pX turns out to be strictly
stronger than topological freeness of E, but these notions coincide when the range map of
E is injective. For example, this latter condition holds for topological graphs arising from
Exel's crossed products by covering maps, [20], [6]. Our results give necessary and su�cient
conditions for uniqueness and simplicity of such crossed products, see Example 6.13 below.
In Subsection 6.4, we look at topological higher rank graphs, [47], and their corresponding
product systems over P “ Nk, [8]. In fact, we consider certain topological P -graphs where
P is an arbitrary semigroup of Ore type and thus we obtain completely new uniqueness and
simplicity conditions for the associated C˚-algebras (discrete P -graphs where pG,P q is a
quasi-lattice ordered group were considered in [40], [7]). As a �nal example we show that
our results yield a quick and elegant way to see simplicity of the Cuntz algebra QN, [12],
which has a nice representation as OX where X is a natural product system as described in
[24], see subsection 6.5.

Finally, we would like to point out two additional applications of our general structural
result for OX , Theorem 3.8. Firstly, we use it to reveal group grading and establish non-
degeneracy of the twisted crossed product by a semigroup action of injective endomorphisms,
see Proposition 6.6 below. Secondly, we give a natural de�nition of the C˚-algebra C˚pΛ, dq
and the reduced C˚-algebra C˚r pΛ, dq associated to a product system of topological graphs
over P , [23], see Subsection 6.4. These constructions generalize C˚-algebras associated to
topological higher rank graphs and discrete P -graphs [7]. Signi�cantly, the Cuntz algebra
QN can be modeled as a C˚-algebra C˚pΛ, dq associated to a topological P -graph pΛ, dq
where P “ N˚, see Remark 6.19 below.

1.1. Acknowledgements. The �rst named author was partially supported by the NCN
Grant number DEC-2011/01/B/ST1/03838. The second named author was supported by
the FNU Project Grant `Operator algebras, dynamical systems and quantum information
theory' (2013�2015). This research was supported by a Marie Curie Intra European Fellow-
ship within the 7th European Community Framework Programme; project `OperaDynaDual'
(2014-2016).

2. Preliminaries

This section contains the necessary preliminaries. In addition to more standard material,
we discuss multivalued maps in Subsection 2.1 and semigroups of Ore type in Subsection
2.5.

2.1. Multivalued maps. We follow standard conventions, cf. for instance [42, Chapter 5],
apart from notion of continuity which will not play any important role in the sequel. Let
M and N be sets and 2N be the family of all subsets of N . A multivalued mapping from
M to N is by de�nition a mapping from M to 2N . We denote such a multivalued mapping
f by f : M Ñ N . Also, we identify the usual (single-valued) mappings with multivalued
mappings taking values in singletons. We denote

Dpfq :“ tx PM : fpxq ‰ Hu, fpMq :“ ty P N : y P fpxq for some x PMu “
ď

xPM

fpxq

the domain and the image of f respectively. We put fpAq :“
Ť

xPA fpxq for a subset A of
M , and de�ne preimage of B Ď N to be the set

f´1pBq :“ tx PM : fpxq XB ‰ Hu.
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This goes perfectly well with the natural de�nition of the multivalued inverse f´1 of f ,
where

y P f´1pxq
def
ðñ x P fpyq.

For two multivalued mappings f, g : M Ñ N we write f Ă g whenever fpxq Ă gpxq for all
x PM . Composition of two multivalued maps f : M Ñ N and g : N Ñ L is the multivalued
map g ˝ f : M Ñ L given by

pg ˝ fqpxq :“
ď

yPfpxq

gpyq.

One checks that the obvious rule pf ˝ gq´1 “ g´1 ˝ f´1 holds. However note that

(1) pf ˝ f´1qpxq “
ď

xPfpyq

fpyq

is either empty or it is a subset containing x, possibly larger than txu. The former happens
when x does not belong to the range of f and the latter otherwise.

If M and N are topological spaces, we say that a multivalued map f : M Ñ N is
continuous if f´1pUq is open for every open subset U of N . In the literature, this is usually
taken as a de�nition of lower semi-continuity. But since we will not make use of upper
semi-continuity we do not make a distinction.

2.2. Hilbert modules, C˚-correspondences and induced representations. Through-
out this section, A, B and D are C˚-algebras. We adhere to the convention that βpA,Bq “
spantβpa, bq P D | a P A, b P Bu for maps β : A ˆ B Ñ D such as inner products, mul-
tiplications or representations. By homomorphism, epimorphism, etc. we always mean an
involution preserving map. All ideals in C˚-algebras are assumed to be closed and two-sided.

We adopt the standard notations and de�nitions of objects related to Hilbert modules, cf.
for instance [41]. A right Hilbert B-module is a Banach space X which is a right B-module
equipped with an B-valued inner product x¨, ¨yB : X ˆ X Ñ B. If X, Y are right Hilbert
B-modules then LpX,Y q stands for the space of adjointable operators from X into Y . Also,
the space of "compact" operators from X to Y is de�ned as

KpX,Y q “ spantΘy,x : x P X, y P Y u Ď LpX,Y q,
where

Θy,xpzq “ yxx, zyB, z P X.

In particular, KpXq :“ KpX,Xq is an ideal in the C˚-algebra LpXq :“ LpX,Xq.
A C˚-correspondence from A to B is a right Hilbert B-module X equipped with a ho-

momorphism φX : A Ñ LpXq. We refer to φX as to the left action of A on X and write
a ¨ x “ φXpaqx, for a P A, x P X. If A “ B then we call X a C˚-correspondence with
coe�cients in A. A Hilbert A-B-bimodule is a C˚-correspondence X from A to B equipped
with a left A-valued inner product Ax¨, ¨y : X ˆX Ñ A such that

xxy, zyB “ Axx, yyz, x, y, z P X.

Equivalently, X is both a left Hilbert A-module and a right Hilbert B-module satisfying the
above condition. If, in addition, AxX,Xy “ A and xX,XyB “ B, then X is an imprimitivity
A-B-bimodule. For instance, every C˚-algebra A can be considered a C˚-correspondence
(actually, an imprimitivity A-A-bimodule), denoted AAA, where xa, byA “ a˚b, Axa, by “
ab˚, and both left and right action is simply multiplication in A.

We note that there is a one-to-one correspondence between representations π : AÑ BpHq
of A on a Hilbert space H and C˚-correspondences X “ H from A to C (where left action
is induced by π). We say that such C˚-correspondences associated to the representation π.
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Furthermore, any right Hilbert A-module can be considered a Hilbert KpXq-A-bimodule,
where KpXqxx, yy “ Θx,y.

If X is a right Hilbert A-module and Y is a Hilbert A-C-bimodule, then the internal
tensor product X bA Y “ spantxbA y : x P X, y P Y u (balanced over A) is a right Hilbert
C-module with the right action induced from Y and the C-valued inner product given by

xx1 bA y1, x2 bA y2yC “ xy1, φY pxx1, x2yAqy2yC , for xi P X and yi P Y, i “ 1, 2.

If, in addition, X is a C˚-correspondence from B to A, then XbAY is a C˚-correspondence
from B to C with the left action implemented by the homomorphism B Q a ÞÑ φXpaqbA1Y P
LpX b Y q, where 1Y is the unit in LpY q. In the sequel, in order not to overload notation,
we will often write simply X b Y and xb y for tensor products, when A is understood.

In the above scheme, a particularly important special case occurs when Y is a C˚-
correspondence from A to C associated to a representation π : A Ñ BpHq. Then for
any C˚-correspondence X from B to A the C˚-correspondence X bA Y is associated to a
certain representation of B which we denote by X -Indpπq and call representation induced
from π by X. More precisely, let X bπ H “ spanX bH be a Hilbert space equipped with
the inner product

xx1 bπ h1, x2 bπ h2yC “ xh1, πpxx1, x2yAqh2yC.

Then X -Indpπq is a representation of B on X bπ H such that

(2) X -Indpπqpbqpxbπ hq “ pbxq bπ h, b P B.

In particular, if X is an imprimitivity B-A-bimodule, then by the celebrated Rie�el's result,
cf. e.g. [41, Theorem 3.29, Corollaries 3.32 and 3.33], the induced representation functor

X -Ind factors through to the homeomorphism rX -Inds : pA Ñ pB between the spectra of A
and B. The inverse of this homeomorphism is given by induction with respect to a Hilbert
module dual to X. Here, a dual to a right Hilbert A-module X means a left Hilbert A-

module rX for which there exists an antiunitary 5 : X Ñ rX. A natural model for rX is

KpX,AAAq where 5pxqy “ xx, yyA. In particular, if X is a Hilbert A-B-bimodule then rX is
a Hilbert B-A-bimodule.

2.3. Product systems, their representations and Cuntz-Pimsner algebras. Let A
be a C˚-algebra and P a discrete semigroup with identity e. A product system over P with
coe�cients in A is a semigroup X “

Ů

pPP Xp, equipped with a semigroup homomorphism
d : X Ñ P such that

(P1) Xp “ d´1ppq is a C˚-correspondence with coe�cients in A for each p P P .
(P2) Xe is the standard bimodule AAA.
(P3) The multiplication on X extends to isomorphisms Xp bA Xq – Xpq for p, q P P zteu

and the right and left actions of Xe “ A on each Xp.

For each p P P , we denote by x¨, ¨yp the A-valued inner product on Xp and by φp the
homomorphism from A into LpXpq which implements the left action of A on Xp. Given
p, q P P with p “ e, there is a homomorphism ιpqp : LpXpq Ñ LpXpqq characterised by

(3) ιpqp pT qpxyq “ pTxqy, where x P Xp, y P Xq and T P LpXpq.

We recall that the map

(4) Xp Q xÑ tx P KpA,Xpq where txpaq “ xa,

yields a C˚-correspondence isomorphismXp – KpA,Xpq. HereKpA,Xpq is a C
˚-correspondence

with A-valued inner product xT, SyA “ T ˚S and point-wise actions. Thus we may de�ne
ιpe : KpXeq Ñ LpXpq simply by letting ιpeptaq “ φppaq for p P P , a P A, [44, �2.2].
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A map ψ from X to a C˚-algebra B is a Toeplitz representation of X in B if the following
conditions hold:

(T1) for each p P P zteu, ψp :“ ψ|Xp is linear, and ψe is a homomorphism,
(T2) ψppxqψqpyq “ ψpqpxyq for x P Xp, y P Xq, p, q P P ,
(T3) ψppxq

˚ψppyq “ ψepxx, yypq for x, y P Xp.

It is well known that, for each p P P there exists a ˚-homomorphism ψppq : KpXpq ÝÑ B such

that ψppqpΘx,yq “ ψppxqψppyq
˚ , for x, y P Xp. The representation ψ is called Cuntz-Pimsner

covariant if

(CP) ψppqpφppaqq “ ψepaq for all a P A and p P P .

As introduced by Fowler [22], the Cuntz-Pimsner algebra OX of a product system X
is a universal C˚-algebra for the Cuntz-Pimsner covariant representations. We denote by
jX the universal representation of X in OX . Hence for any Cuntz-Pimsner representation
ψ : X Ñ B there is a unique epimorphism Πψ : OX Ñ C˚pψpXqq such that jXpxq “ ψpxq
for all x P X. We call Πψ `the integrated representation'.

It is well known and not hard to see that a necessary condition for jX to be injective
(and hence for OX to be nondegenerate) is that all of the homomorphisms φp, p P P , are
injective. It is known that this condition is also su�cient [44, Corollary 5.2] when P is a
directed positive cone in a quasi-lattice ordered group pG,P q and each φp acts by compacts.
In this case, OX coincides with the so-called Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner algebra NOX introduced
in [44]. We recall that a partially ordered group pG,P q, consisting of a group G and its
subsemigroup P Ď G such that P XP´1 “ teu, is a quasi-lattice ordered group if, under the
partial order g ď h ðñ g´1h P P , any two elements p, q in G with a common upper bound
in P have a least common upper bound p_ q in P , [35] and [11, Lemma 7]. The semigroup
P is directed if each pair of elements in P has an upper bound:

p@p, q P P q pDs P P q p, q ď s.

2.4. Co-actions, Fell bundles and their C˚-algebras. Let G be a discrete group. The
shortest de�nition of a Fell bundle (also called C˚-algebraic bundle) over G is that it is a
collection B “ tBgugPG of closed subspaces of a C˚-algebra B such that B˚g “ Bg´1 and
BgBh Ď Bgh for all g, h P G. Then the direct sum

À

gPGBg is a ˚-algebra. In general, there

are many di�erent C˚-norms on
À

gPGBg. However, it is well known that there always

exists a maximal such norm and it satis�es, cf. [38, Lemma 1.3] or [16], the inequality

(5) }ae} ď }
ÿ

gPG

ag}, for all
ÿ

gPG

ag P
à

gPG

Bg, ag P Bg, g P G.

The completion of
À

gPGBg in this maximal C˚-norm is called cross sectional algebra of B
and it is denoted C˚pBq. Moreover, it follows from [16, Theorem 3.3] that there is also a
minimal C˚-norm on

À

gPGBg satisfying (5) and a completion of
À

gPGBg in this minimal

C˚-norm is naturally isomorphic to the reduced cross sectional algebra C˚r pBq, as introduced
in [16, De�nition 2.3] or [38, De�nition 3.5]. Both algebras C˚pBq and C˚r pBq are equipped
with natural coactions of G.

We recall (see, for example, [38]) that a coaction of a discrete group G on a C˚-algebra B
is an injective and nondegenerate homomorphism δ : B Ñ BbC˚pGq satisfying the coaction
identity pδ b idC˚pGqq ˝ δ “ pidB b δGq ˝ δ, where δG : C˚pGq Ñ C˚pGq bC˚pGq is given by
δGpgq “ iGpgq b iGpgq and iG : G Ñ MpC˚pGqq is the universal representation of G. The
spectral subspaces Bδ

g :“ ta P B | δpaq “ ab iGpgqu, g P G, form a Fell bundle B “ tBδ
gugPG

and yield a G-gradation of B such that B “
À

gPGBg. Moreover, the norm on
À

gPGBg
inherited from B satis�es inequality (5).
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2.5. Semigroups of Ore type. A (left-reversible) Ore semigroup is a cancellative semi-
group P which is left reversible, that is sP X tP ‰ H, for all s, t P P . Usually one considers
right-reversible Ore semigroups but the left version is more appealing for our purposes. It
is well known that a semigroup P is Ore precisely when it can be embedded in a group G in
such a way that G “ PP´1, cf. [10, 34, 3]. For further reference, we include an elementary
proof of a slightly more general statement.

We let P be a left reversible and left cancellative semigroup with identity e. We call such
a P semigroup of Ore type (it is Ore if and only if it is right cancellative as well). The
semigroup structure induces a left-invariant preorder on P de�ned as:

(6) p ď q
def
ðñ pr “ q for some r P P.

If pG,P q is ordered group the (pre)order on P coincides with the one inherited from pG,P q.
In terms of preorder (6), left reversibility of P simply means that P is directed.

If p, q P P then left cancellativity implies that relation pr “ q determines r P P uniquely.
Thus, we introduce the notation

p´1q :“ r whenever pr “ q.

The enveloping group or a group of fractions of P is the universal group with the set of
generators equal to P and relations xy “ z, whenever such identity holds in P . To construct
the group of fractions explicitly, we �rst introduce a relation „ on P ˆ P as:

(7) pp1, p2q „ pq1, q2q
def
ðñ p1p “ q1q, p2p “ q2q for some p, q P P.

Lemma 2.1. Relation (7) is an equivalence relation on P ˆ P .

Proof. Re�exivity and symmetry are obvious. To show transitivity, assume that in addition
to (7) we also have pq1, q2q „ pr1, r2q, where q1s “ r1r, q2s “ r2r for some s, r P P . Then
for any t ě q, s we have

p1ppq
´1tq “ q1qpq

´1tq “ q1t “ q1sps
´1tq “ r1rps

´1tq.

Similarly, one shows that p2ppq
´1tq “ r1rps

´1tq. Hence pp1, p2q „ pr1, r2q. �

We use square brackets to denote the equivalence classes of relation (7):

rp1, p2s :“ tpq1, q2q P P ˆ P : pp1, p2q „ pq1, q2qu,

and denote the quotient set by GpP q :“ P ˆ P { „. We de�ne a product on GpP q by the
formula

(8) rp1, p2s ˝ rq1, q2s :“ rp1pp
´1
2 sq, q2pq

´1
1 sqs for some s ě p2, q1.

This de�nition is correct due to left cancellativity of P .

Proposition 2.2 (Ore's Theorem). For the left cancellative and directed semigroup P the
quotient set GpP q with the product (8) is a group such that GpP q “ ιpP qιpP q´1, where

P Q p
ι
ÞÝÑ rp, es P GpP q

is a semigroup homomorphism. This homomorphism is injective if and only if P is right
cancellative.

Proof. Clearly, re, es is a neutral element for product ˝ and rq, ps is the inverse of rp, qs.
To show associativity of ˝, let pi, qi, ri P P , i “ 1, 2, and choose any s ě p2, q1 and t ě
q2pq

´1
1 sq, r1. Then

t “ q2pq
´1
1 sqz and s “ p2y for some y, z P P.
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Thus we have
`

rp1, p2s ˝ rq1, q2s
˘

˝ rr1, r2s “ rp1pp
´1
2 sq, q2pq

´1
1 sqs ˝ rr1, r2s

“ rp1pp
´1
2 sq

´

`

q2pq
´1
1 sq

˘´1
t
¯

, r2pr
´1
1 tqs

“ rp1pp
´1
2 sqzq, r2pr

´1
1 tqs.

On the other hand, putting u :“ t and

w :“ q1pq
´1
2 uq “ q1pq

´1
2 tq “ q1pq

´1
2 q2pq

´1
1 sqqz “ q1pq

´1
1 sqz “ sz “ p2yz

we get u ě q2, r1 and w ě q1pq
´1
2 uq, p2. Consequently,

rp1, p2s ˝
`

rq1, q2s ˝ rr1, r2s
˘

“ rp1, p2s ˝ rq1pq
´1
2 uq, r2pr

´1
1 uqs

“ rp1pp
´1
2 wq, r2pr

´1
1 uq

`

q2pq
´1
1 uq

˘´1
ws

“ rp1pp
´1
2 sqz, r2pr

´1
1 tqs,

which proves associativity of ˝. As rp, es ˝ rq, es “ rpq, es, because q ě q, e, we see that ι is
a semigroup homomorphism. Moreover, rp, es “ rq, es if and only if pt “ qt for some t P P ,
and therefore ι is injective if and only if P is right cancellative. �

Remark 2.3. It follows from the above that the relation p „R q ðñ pr “ qr, for some
r P P , is a semigroup congruence on P and the quotient semigroup P { „R is an Ore
semigroup whose enveloping group is naturally isomorphic to GpP q.

3. Regular product systems of C˚-correspondences and their C˚-algebras

In this section, we �rst introduce and discuss certain product systems of C˚-correspondences
satisfying additional regularity conditions, and then construct their associated Cuntz-Pimsner
algebras and their reduced versions in the spirit of the Doplicher-Roberts algebras [15]. Our
construction involves an object that may be viewed as a right tensor C˚-precategory over
P , see [31]. Regular product systems introduced in this section and their C˚-algebras will
play a central role in the remainder of this article.

3.1. Regular product systems and their right tensor C˚-precategories.

De�nition 3.1. Let X be a C˚-correspondence with coe�cients in A. We say X is regular
if its left action is injective and via compact operators, that is

(9) kerφ “ t0u and φpAq Ď KpXq.
We say that a product system X :“

Ů

pPP Xp over a semigroup P is regular if each �ber Xp,
p P P , is a regular C˚-correspondence.

The notions of regularity and tensor product are compatible in the sense that the tensor
product of two regular C˚-correspondences is automatically regular, see Proposition 3.3
below.

Before proceeding further we need a technical Lemma 3.2 whose assertion is probably well
known to experts, but we include a proof for the sake of completeness.

Lemma 3.2. Let Y be a regular C˚-correspondence with coe�cients in A and let X, Z be
right Hilbert A-modules.

i) For each x P X, the mapping

Y Q y
Tx
ÝÑ xb y P X b Y

is compact, that is Tx P KpY,X b Y q. Furthermore, we have }Tx} “ }x}.
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ii) For each S P KpX,Zq, we have S b 1Y P KpX b Y, Z b Y q and the mapping

(10) KpX,Zq Q S ÞÝÑ S b 1Y P KpX b Y,Z b Y q
is isometric. It is surjective whenever φY : AÑ KpY q is.

Proof. Ad (i). Note that Tx P LpY,X b Y q and T ˚x px0 b y0q “ xx, x0yAy0. Let x “ x0a for
some x0 P X and a P A. Then φY paq “ limnÑ8

ř

i Θηni ,µ
n
i
for some ηni , µ

n
i P Y . Thus

Tx “ Tx0φY paq “ lim
nÑ8

ÿ

i

Tx0Θηni ,µ
n
i
“ lim

nÑ8

ÿ

i

Θx0bηni ,µ
n
i
P KpY,X b Y q.

As φY is isometric, φY pxx, xyAq “ S˚S for some S P LpY q with }S} “ }x}, and hence

}Tx}
2 “ sup

yPY,}y}“1
}xy, φY pxx, xyAqyyA} “ sup

yPY,}y}“1
}xSy, SyyA} “ }S

2} “ }x}2.

Ad (ii). Let x P X, z P Z and consider Tx P KpY,X b Y q and Tz P KpY,Z b Y q as in item
i). Since

Θz,x b 1Y “ TzT
˚
x P KpX b Y, Z b Y q,

we have KpX,Zq b 1Y Ď KpX b Y,Z b Y q. To show that mapping (10) is isometric, we
�rst consider the case Z “ X. Then (10) is a homomorphism of C˚-algebras and therefore
it su�ces to show it is injective. To this end, let S P KpXq be non-zero. Take x P X such
that Sx ‰ 0 and y P Y such that φY pxSx, SxyAqy ‰ 0. Then

xpS b 1Y qxb y, Sxb φY pxSx, SxyAqyy “ xφY pxSx, SxyAqy, φY pxSx, SxyAqyyA ‰ 0,

which implies S b 1Y ‰ 0. Consequently, }S b 1Y } “ }S}. Now getting back to the general
case (when Z is arbitrary), for S P KpX,Zq we have

}S b 1Y }
2 “ }S˚S b 1Y } “ }S

˚S} “ }S}2.

If the homomorphism φY : A Ñ KpY q is surjective, then it is an isomorphism and simple
computations show that for x P X, y1, y2 P Y and z P Z we have

Θzby1,xby2 “ Θzφ´1
Y pΘy1,y2 q,x

b 1Y .

This implies that mapping (10) is surjective. �

Proposition 3.3. Tensor product of regular C˚-correspondences is a regular C˚-correspondence.

Proof. If X and Y are C˚-correspondences over A then the left action of A on X b Y is
φXbY “ φX b 1Y . Hence if X and Y are regular, then φXbY is injective and acts by
compacts, by Lemma 3.2 part (ii). �

Now, let X be a regular product system over P . The family

KX :“ tKpXq, Xpqup,qPP

forms in a natural manner a C˚-precategory, [31, De�nition 2.2]. We will describe a right
tensoring structure on KX by introducing a family of mappings ιpr,qrp,q : KpXq, Xpq Ñ

KpXqr, Xprq, p, q, r P P , cf. [31, Example 3.2], which extends the standard family of diag-
onal homomorphisms ιqpq de�ned in Subsection 2.3 (when restricted to compact operators).
If q ‰ e we put

ιpr,qrp,q pT qpxyq :“ pTxqy, where x P Xq, y P Xr and T P KpXq, Xpq.

Note that under the canonical isomorphism Xpq – XpbAXq operator ι
pr,qr
p,q pT q corresponds

to T b 1Xr . Hence by part (ii) of Lemma 3.2, ιpr,qrp,q pT q P KpXqr, Xprq and ι
pr,qr
p,q is isometric.

Similarly, in the case q “ e, using (4), the formula

ιpr,rp,e ptxqpyq :“ xy, where y P Xr and tx P KpXe, Xpq, x P Xp,
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yields a well de�ned map. By Lemma 3.2 part (i), this is an isometry from KpXe, Xpq into
KpXr, Xprq. Note that ι

pr,pr
p,p “ ιprp .

De�nition 3.4. The C˚-precategory KX :“ tKpXq, Xpqup,qPP equipped with the family of
maps tιpr,qrp,q up,q,rPP de�ned above is called a right tensor C˚-precategory associated to the
regular product system X.

Remark 3.5. KX is a C˚-precategory in the sense of [31, De�nition 2.2] whose objects
are elements of P . One readily sees that the isometric linear maps ιpr,qrp,q : KpXq, Xpq Ñ

KpXqr, Xprq, p, q, r P P , satisfy

(11) ιpr,qrp,q pT q˚ “ ιqr,prq,p pT ˚q, ιpr,qrp,q pT qιqr,srq,s pSq “ ιpr,srp,s pTSq,

(12) ιprs,qrspr,qr pιpr,qrp,q pT qq “ ιprs,qrsp,q pT q,

for all T P KpXq, Xpq, S P KpXs, Xqq, p, q, r, s P P . Thus, if we adopt the notation

T b 1r :“ ιpr,qrp,q pT q, T P KpXq, Xpq, p, q P P,

then (11) means that b1r : KX Ñ KX is a C˚-precategory monomorphism sending p
to pr, see [31, De�nition 2.8], and (12) states that b1r ˝ b1s “ b1rs, that is tb1rurPP
is a semigroup action on KX . In particular, the pair pKX , tb1rurPP q, which is another
presentation of pKX , tι

pr,qr
p,q up,q,rPP q, is a (strict) right tensor C˚-category (cf. e.g., [15])

when each of the algebra KpXpq, p P P , is unital.

The following lemma could be considered a counterpart of [31, Proposition 3.14].

Lemma 3.6. Let ψ be a representation of a regular product system X over a semigroup P in
a C˚-algebra B. For each p, q P P we have a contractive linear map ψp,q : KpXq, Xpq ÝÑ B
determined by the formula

(13) ψp,qpΘx,yq “ ψppxqψqpyq
˚ for x P Xp, y P Xq.

Mappings tψp,qup,qPP satisfy

(14) ψp,qpSqψq,rpT q “ ψp,rpST q for S P KpXq, Xpq, T P KpXr, Xqq, p, q, r P P,

and are all isometric if ψ is injective. If ψ is Cuntz-Pimsner covariant, then

(15) ψp,qpSq “ ψpr,qrpι
pr,qr
p,q pSqq for all p, q, r P P and S P KpXq, Xpq.

Proof. It is not completely trivial but quite well known that (13) de�nes a linear contraction
which is isometric if ψe is injective, see for instance the proof of Lemma 2.2 in [25]. One
readily sees that (14) holds for 'rank one' operators S “ Θu,w, T “ Θv,z, and thus it holds
in general. To see (15), suppose that ψ is a Cuntz-Pimsner covariant representation on a
Hilbert spaceH and C˚pψpXqqH “ H. Since ψ : X Ñ BpHq is a semigroup homomorphism,
the essential spaces

Hp :“ ψppqpKpXpqqH “ ψppXpqH

of algebras ψppqpKpXpqq, p P P , form a decreasing family with respect to pre-order (6):

p ď q ùñ Hp Ě Hq.

In particular, H “ He “ ψepAqH and actually H “ Hp for all p P P , since ψepAq Ď

ψppqpKpXpqq by Cuntz-Pimsner covariance. Hence the linear span of elements of the form
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ψqrpx0y0qh, x0 P Xq, y0 P Xr, h P H, is dense in H and (15) follows from the following
computation:

ψpr,qrpι
pr,qr
p,q pΘx,yqqψqrpx0y0q “ ψprpι

pr,qr
p,q pΘx,yqx0y0q “ ψprppΘx,yx0qy0q

“ ψprpxxy, x0yy0q “ ψppxqψqpyq
˚ψqpx0qψrpy0q

“ ψp,qpΘx,yqψqrpx0y0q.

�

3.2. Doplicher-Roberts picture of a Cuntz-Pimsner algebra and its reduced ver-

sion. Throughout this subsection we assume that X is a regular product system over a
semigroup of Ore type, see Subsection 2.5. For the proof of the main result of this section
we need the following lemma, cf. [22, Proposition 5.10].

Lemma 3.7. Suppose ψ is a Cuntz-Pimsner covariant representation of a regular product
system X over a semigroup P of Ore type.

i) For all x P Xp, y P Xq and s ě p, q we have

ψppxq
˚ψqpyq P spantψpfqψphq˚ : f P Xp´1s, h P Xq´1su.

ii) We have the equality

spantψpxqψ˚pyq : x, y P X, rdpxq, dpyqs “ rp, qsu

“ spantψpxqψ˚pyq : x P Xpr, y P Xqr, r P P u.

iii) C˚pψpXqq “ spantψpxqψpyq˚ : x, y P Xu. Furthermore, there is a dense subspace of
C˚pψpXqq consisting of elements of the form

(16) ψpqqpSqq `
ÿ

pPF

ψp,qpSp,qq

where q P P and F Ď P is a �nite set such that q �R p for all p P F , cf. Remark
2.3.

Proof. Ad (i). Write x “ Sx1 with S P KpXpq and x1 P Xp, and similarly y “ Ty1 with
T P KpXqq, y

1 P Xq. Then using (13), (15) and (11) we get

ψppxq
˚ψqpyq “ ψppx

1q˚ψppqpS˚qψpqqpT qψqpy
1q “ ψppx

1q˚ψpsqpιsppS
˚qιsppT qqψqpy

1q.

Since ιsppS
˚qιsppT q P KpXsq we may approximate ψpsqpιsppS

˚qιsppT qq with �nite sums of oper-

ators of the form ψspf
1fqψsph

1hq˚, where f 1 P Xp, f P Xp´1s and h
1 P Xq, h P Xq´1s. Hence

ψppxq
˚ψqpyq can be approximated by �nite sums of elements of the form

ψppx
1q˚ψspf

1fqψsph
1hq˚ψqpy

1q “ ψp´1spxx
1, f 1ypfqψq´1spxy

1, h1yhq˚.

This proves claim (i).
Ad (ii). Clearly, spantψpxqψ˚pyq : x, y P X, rdpxq, dpyqs “ rp, qsu contains spantψpxqψ˚pyq :
x P Xpr, y P Xqr, r P P u. To see the converse inclusion, we use the mappings introduced
in Lemma 3.6 and assume that rp1, q1s “ rp, qs, that is p1r1 “ pr and q1r1 “ qr for some
r, r1 P P . Then by (15) for T P KpXq1 , Xp1q we have

ψp1,q1pT q “ ψp1r1,q1r1pι
p1r1,q1r1

p1,q1 pT qq “ ψpr,qrpι
p1r1,q1r1

p1,q1 pT qq P spantψpxqψ˚pyq : x P Xpr, y P Xqru,

which proves our claim.
Ad (iii). Part (i) implies that C˚pψpXqq is the closure of elements of the form

(17)
n
ÿ

i“1

ψpipxiqψqipyiq
˚,
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where pi, qi P P , xi P Xpi , yi P Xqi , i “ 1, ..., n. Moreover, taking any q0 P P that dominates
all qi, i “ 1, ..., n, and writing yi “ y1iai with y

1
i P Xqi , ai P A, we get

ψpipxiqψqipyiq
˚ “ ψpipxiqψ

pq´1
i q0qpφq´1

i q0
pa˚i qqψqipy

1
iq
˚, i “ 1, ..., n.

Approximating ψpq
´1
i q0qpφq´1

i q0
pa˚i qq by �nite sums of elements of the form ψq´1

i q0
puiqψq´1

i q0
pviq

˚

we see that ψpipxiqψqipyiq
˚ can be approximated by �nite sums of elements of the form

ψpipxiqψq´1
i q0

puiqψq´1
i q0

pviq
˚ψqipy

1
iq
˚ “ ψpiq´1

i q0
pxiuiqψq0py

1
iviq

˚.

Thus we see that the element (17) can be presented in the form

(18)
ÿ

pPF 1

ψp,q0pSp,q0q

where F 1 “ tpiq
´1
i q0 : i “ 1, ..., nu Ď P is a �nite set. Let F0 “ tp P F

1 : q0 „R pu and for
each p P F0 choose rp P P such that prp “ q0rp. Let r P P be such that r ě rp for all p P F0,
and put

q :“ q0r and F :“ tpr : p P F 1zF0u.

Then pr “ q for all p P F0, and p �R q for all p P F . By (14) we have ψp,q0pSp,q0q P
ψpr,q0rpKpXq0r, Xprqq “ ψpr,qpKpXq, Xprqq and hence the element (18) can be presented in
the form (16). �

Now, we are ready to prove the main theorem of this section. It gives a direct construction
of the Cuntz-Pimsner algebra OX of a regular product system X as the full cross-sectional
C˚-algebra of a suitable Fell bundle corresponding to the limits of directed systems of the
compact operators arising from X.

Theorem 3.8. Let X be a regular product system over a semigroup P of Ore type and let
GpP q be the enveloping group of P . For each rp, qs P GpP q we de�ne

Brp,qs :“ lim
ÝÝÑ

KpXqr, Xprq

to be the Banach space direct limit of the directed system
´

tKpXqr, XprqurPP , tι
ps,qs
pr,qru r,sPP

rďs

¯

.

The family B “ tBtutPGpP q is in a natural manner equipped with the structure of a Fell
bundle over GpP q and we have a canonical isomorphism

OX – C˚ptBgugPGpP qq

from the Cuntz-Pimsner algebra OX onto the full cross-sectional C˚-algebra C˚ptBgugPGpP qq.
In particular,

i) the universal representation jX : X Ñ OX is injective,
ii) OX has a natural grading tpOXqgugPGpP q over GpP q, such that

(19) pOXqg “ spantjXpxqjXpyq
˚ : x, y P X, rdpxq, dpyqs “ gu.

iii) for every injective representation ψ of X, the integrated representation Πψ of OX

is isometric on each Banach space pOXqg, g P GpP q, and thus it restricts to an
isomorphism of the core C˚-subalgebra of OX , namely

pOXqe “ spantjXpxqjXpyq
˚ : x, y P X, dpxq “ dpyqu.

Proof. As the direct limit lim
ÝÝÑ

KpXqr, Xprq depends only on 'su�ciently large r', it follows

immediately from (7) that the limit does not depend on the choice of a representative of rp, qs
and thus Brp,qs is well de�ned. Let ϕp,q : KpXq, Xpq Ñ Brp,qs denote the natural embedding

of KpXq, Xpq into Brp,qs. It is isometric because all the connecting maps ιps,qspr,qr, r ď s, are.
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Using the (inductive) properties of the mappings ϕp,q and (right tensoring) properties (11),
(12) of the mappings ιpr,qrp,q , one sees that the formula

ϕp1,p2pSq ˝ ϕq1,q2pT q :“ ϕp1pp´1
2 sq,q2pq

´1
1 sq

´

ι
p1pp

´1
2 sq,s

p1,p2 pSqι
s,q2pq

´1
1 sq

q1,q2 pT q
¯

,

where s ě p2, q1, S P KpXp2 , Xp1q, T P KpXq2 , Xq1q, yields well de�ned bilinear maps

˝ : Brp1,p2s ˆBrq1,q2s Ñ Brp1,p2s˝rq1,q2s.

These maps establish an associative multiplication ˝ on tBtutPGpP q, satisfying

}a ˝ b} ď }a} ¨ }b}.

Hence tBtutPGpP q becomes a Banach algebraic bundle, cf. e.g. [17, De�nition 2.2. parts
(i)�(iv)]. Similarly, formula

ϕp1,p2pSq
˚ :“ ϕp2,p1pS

˚q, S P KpXp2 , Xp1q,

de�nes a '˚' operation that satis�es axioms [17, De�nition 2.2. parts (v)�(xi)] and hence we
get a Fell bundle structure on tBgugPGpP q (we omit straightforward but tedious veri�cation
of the details).

Now, we view C˚ptBgugPGpP qq as a maximal C˚-completion of the direct sum
À

gPGpP qBg.

Using the maps (4), we de�ne mappings

Ψ : X “
ğ

pPP

Xp Ñ C˚ptBgugPGpP qq

by

(20) Xp Q x ÞÝÑ ϕp,eptxq, p P P.

Since (4) is an isomorphism of C˚-correspondences, it follows that Ψ restricted to each
summand Xp is an injective representation of a C˚-correpondence. Moreover, for x P Xp,
y P Xq we have txy “ ipq,qp,e ptxqty and thus

ΨpxqΨpyq “ ϕp,eptxq ˝ ϕq,eptyq “ ϕpq,epi
pq,q
p,e ptxqtyq “ ϕpq,eptxyq “ Ψpxyq.

Hence Ψ is a faithful representation of the product system X in C˚ptBtutPGpP qq. We recall

that ιp,pe,eptaq “ ιpepaq “ φppaq and hence

Ψpaq “ ϕe,eptaq “ ϕp,ppι
p,p
e,eptaqq “ ϕp,ppφppaqq “ Ψpφppaqq, a P A, p P P,

that is Ψ is Cuntz-Pimsner covariant. Since Ψ is injective, so is jX and claim (i) holds. Now,
considering the integrated representation ΠΨ : OX Ñ C˚ptBgugPGpP qq, for x P Xp, y P Xq

we have

(21) ΠΨpjXpxqjXpyq
˚q “ Ψpxq ˝Ψpyq˚ “ ϕp,eptxq ˝ ϕe,qpt

˚
yq “ ϕp,qptxt

˚
yq “ ϕp,qpΘx,yq.

It follows that ΠΨ maps

pOXqrp,qs :“ spantjXpxqjXpyq
˚ : x P Xpr, y P Xqr, r P P u

onto Brp,qs. Putting g “ rp, qs and using Lemma 3.7 part (iii), we see that pOXqg is given
by (19). We claim that ΠΨ is injective on pOXqg. To see this, let jp,q denote the mappings
from Lemma 3.6 associated to the universal representation jX and note that we have

jps,qs ˝ ι
ps,qs
pr,qr “ jpr,qr for r ď s

by (15). By the universal property of inductive limits, there is a mapping

Brp,qs Q φpr,qrpT q ÞÑ jpr,qrpT q P pOXqrp,qs,
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which is inverse to ΠΨ|rp,qs. Accordingly, ΠΨ is an epimorphism injective on each pOXqg.
Since the spaces Bg, g P GpP q, are linearly independent, so are pOXqg, g P GpP q. Conse-
quently, in view of Lemma 3.7 we have

OX “
à

gPGpP q

pOXqg

and claim (ii) follows. In particular, ΠΨ :
À

gPGpP qpOXqg Ñ
À

gPGpP qBg is an isomorphism

and as C˚ptBgugPGpP qq is the closure of
À

gPGpP qBg in a maximal C˚-norm we see that ΠΨ

actually yields the desired isomorphism OX – C˚ptBgugPGpP qq.
For the proof of part (iii), notice that we have just showed that pOXqrp,qs is the closure

of the increasing union
Ť

rPP jpr,qrpKpXqr, Xprqq, where jpr,qr : KpXqr, Xprq Ñ pOXqrp,qs
are isometric maps. Similarly, if ψ is an injective covariant representation of X, then
ΠψppOXqrp,qsq is the closure of the increasing union

Ť

rPP ψpr,qrpKpXqr, Xprqq, and by Lemma
3.6 mappings ψpr,qr : KpXq, Xpq Ñ ΠΨppOXqrp,qsq are isometric. Since Πψ ˝ jpr,qr “ ψpr,qr,
p, q, r P P , it follows that surjection Πψ : pOXqrp,qs Ñ ψppOXqrp,qsq is an isometry, since it is
isometric on a dense subset. �

Remark 3.9. Theorem 3.8 has a number of remarkable consequences.

(i) The Cuntz-Pimsner algebra OX can be constructed in a natural manner as the full cross-
sectional algebra C˚pBq of the Fell bundle B “ tBtutPGpP q. Thus it is justi�ed to call the
reduced cross-sectional algebra

Or
X :“ C˚r pBq

the reduced Cuntz-Pimsner algebra of X. In particular, Or
X is the C˚-algebra C˚pjrXpXqq

generated by an injective Cuntz-Pimnser representation jrX : X Ñ Or
X “ C˚r ptBgugPGpP qq

acting according to (20). When P is Ore and pGpP q, ιpP qq is a quasi-lattice ordered group
then Or

X coincides with the co-universal C˚-algebra NOr
X introduced and investigated in

[8].

(ii) Our construction yields a faithful Cuntz-Pimsner representation of X and thus the
Cuntz-Pimsner algebra OX does not degenerate (it contains an isomorphic copy of X). This
addresses the problem raised already by Fowler in [22, Remark 2.10]. Until now, this problem
was solved positively in the case P is Ore and pGpP q, ιpP qq is a quasi-lattice ordered group,
in which case OX coincides with the Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner algebra NOX .

(iii) When P is Ore and pGpP q, ιpP qq is a quasi-lattice ordered group then part (iii) of
Theorem 3.8 coincides with [8, Theorem 3.8]. In general, this result leads to (or actually
could be considered as a version of) the so-called gauge invariant uniqueness theorem, cf.
Proposition 5.1 below.

4. Dual objects

In essence, the dual objects we investigate are relations. However, we would like to think
of them in dynamical terms and therefore we will consider relations as multivalued maps,
see subsection 2.1 for the relevant terminology and conventions.

4.1. Multivalued maps dual to homomorphisms of C˚-algebras. Let A be a C˚-
algebra. We denote by » the unitary equivalence relation between representations of A,

and by rπs the corresponding equivalence class of π : A Ñ BpHq. Spectrum pA “ trπs : π P
IrrpAqu consists of the equivalence classes of all irreducible representations of A, equipped
with the Jacobson topology. The relation ď of being a subrepresentation factors through »
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to a relation ĺ on pA. Namely, if π : AÑ BpHπq and ρ : AÑ BpHρq are representations of
A, then

rπs ĺ rρs ðñ D isometry U : Hπ Ñ Hρ s. t. p@a P Aq πpaq “ U˚ρpaqU.

Let α : A Ñ B be a homomorphism between two C˚-algebras. It is useful to think of the
dual map we aim to de�ne as a factorization of a multivalued map pα0 : IrrpBq Ñ IrrpAq
given by

(22) pα0pπBq “ tπA P IrrpAq : πA ď πB ˝ αu.

The set rpα0pπBqs :“ trπAs P pA : πA ď πB ˝ αu does not depend on the choice of a represen-
tative of the class rπBs and thus the following de�nition make sense.

De�nition 4.1. The dual map to a homomorphism α : A Ñ B is a multivalued map

pα : pB Ñ pA given by the formula

pαprπBsq :“trπAs P pA : rπAs ĺ rπB ˝ αsu

“trπAs P pA : πA ď πB ˝ αu.

The range of pα behaves exactly as one would expect. But for non-liminal B the map pα,
and in particular its domain, has to be treated with care. Let us explain it with help of the
following proposition and an example.

Proposition 4.2. For every homomorphism α : AÑ B between two C˚-algebras, its image

pαp pBq “ trπAs P pA : kerπA Ě kerαu

is a closed subset of pA. Its domain Dppαq is contained in an open subset trπBs P pB : kerπB +
BαpAqBu of pB. Moreover, if B is liminal, then

Dppαq “ trπBs P pB : kerπB + BαpAqBu

and pα : pB Ñ pA is continuous.

Proof. If rπAs P pαp pBq, then πA ď πB ˝ α for some πB P IrrpBq, and hence kerπA Ě kerα.

Conversely, if rπAs P pA is such that kerπA Ě kerα, then πA factors through to the irreducible
representation of A{ kerα – αpAq. Thus the formula πpαpaqq :“ πApaq, a P A, yields a well
de�ned element of IrrpαpAqq. Extending π to any πB P IrrpBq one has πA ď πB ˝ α.

Now, let J be an ideal of A. Then pJ “ trπAs P pA : kerπ + Ju is open and we have

rπBs P pα´1p pJq ðñ DπAPIrrpAq πA ď πB ˝ α, kerπA + J

ùñ kerpπB ˝ αq + J

ðñ kerπB + αpJq

ðñ kerπB + BαpJqB.

That is, pα´1p pJq Ď tπB P pB : kerπB + BαpJqBu and in particular Dppαq “ pα´1p pAq Ď tπB P
pB : kerπB + BαpAqBu.
If we additionally assume that B is liminal, then for πB P IrrpBq the representation πB ˝α

decomposes into a direct sum of irreducibles, see for instance [14, �5.4.13]. Namely, there
is a subset K of pα0pπBq such that πB ˝ α “

À

πAPK
πA ‘ 0 (where 0 stands for the zero

representation and is vacuous if πB ˝ α is nondegenerate). Hence the implication

kerpπB ˝ αq + J ùñ DπA P K Ď IrrpAq s. t. πA ď πB ˝ α, kerπA + J
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holds true. This combined with the preceding argument yields pα´1p pJq “ tπB P pB : kerπB +
BαpJqBu and the second part of the assertion follows. �

Example 4.3. Let H “ L2
µr0, 1s with µ the Lebesgue measure. Put B :“ BpHq, A :“

L8r0, 1s and let α : A Ñ B be the monomorphism sending a P A to the operator of
multiplication by a. Then πB “ id is irreducible and πB ˝ α is faithful but pαprπBsq “ H.
Accordingly,

Dppαq ‰ trπBs P pB : kerπB + BαpAqBu “ pB.

4.2. Multivalued maps dual to regular C˚-correspondences. Let X be a regular C˚-
correspondence with coe�cients in A. We may treat X as a KpXq-xX,XyA-imprimitivity bi-
module and therefore the induced representation functorX -Ind : IrrpxX,XyAq Ñ IrrpKpXqq
factors through to the homeomorphism rX -Inds : {xX,XyA Ñ

{KpXq, which in turn may be

viewed as a multivalued map rX -Inds : pAÑ {KpXq with domain DprX -Indsq “ {xX,XyA.

De�nition 4.4. Let X be a regular C˚-correspondence over A. We de�ne dual map pX :
pAÑ pA to X as the following composition of multivalued maps

pX “ pφ ˝ rX -Inds,

where pφ : {KpXq Ñ pA is dual to the left action φ : AÑ KpXq of A on X.

Alternatively, pX is a factorization of the map pX0 :“ pφ0 ˝ X -Ind : IrrpAq Ñ IrrpAq, cf.
(22).

Proposition 4.5. The multivalued map dual to a regular C˚-correspondence X is always

surjective, that is pXp pAq “ pA. The domain of pX satis�es the following inclusion

(23) Dp pXq Ď {xX,φpAqXyA.

Note here that xX,φpAqXyA is an ideal in A. If, in addition, A is liminal, then pX is a
continuous multivalued map and we have the equality in (23); in particular, if X is full

and essential, then pX : pAÑ pA is a continuous multivalued surjection with the full domain,

Dp pXq “ pA.

Proof. As rX -Inds : pAÑ {KpXq is surjective and kerφ “ t0u we get pXp pAq “ pA by Proposi-

tion 4.2. Since rX -Inds : {xX,XyA Ñ {KpXq is a homeomorphism, it follows from Proposition
4.2 that

(24) Dp pXq Ď rX -Inds´1p {KpXqφpAqKpXqq
with equality if A is liminal (note that if A is liminal then KpXq is also liminal being Morita-
Rie�el equivalent to the liminal C˚-algebra xX,XyA Ď A). Hence it su�ces to show that
the sets in the right hand sides of (23) and (24) coincide. However, for any representation
π of A and any C˚-subalgebra B Ď KpXq we have

B Ď kerpX -Indpπqq ðñ πpxBX,BXyAq “ 0 ðñ xX,BXyA Ď kerπ.

Thus the assertion follows from the equality

xX,KpXqφpAqKpXqXyA “ xKpXqX,φpAqKpXqXyA “ xX,φpAqXyA.
�

In view of Proposition 3.3, if X and Y are regular C˚-correspondences with coe�cients
in A, then the tensoring on the right by the identity 1Y in Y yields a homomorphism
b1Y : KpXq Ñ KpXbY q. With help of its dual map we are able to analyze the relationship
between the spectra of compact operators on the level of spectrum of A.
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Proposition 4.6. Let X and Y be regular C˚-correspondences with coe�cients in A. Then
we have

(25) rX -Inds ˝ pY “zb1Y ˝ rpX b Y q -Inds.

In other words, the diagram of multivalued maps

pA
pXbY q -Ind//

pY
��

{KpX b Y q

zb1Y
��

pA
X -Ind // {KpXq

is commutative, and in particular

DprX -Inds ˝ pY q “ Dpzb1Y ˝ rpX b Y q -Indsq “ pY ´1p {xX,XyAq.

Proof. Let πA : A Ñ BpHq be an irreducible representation. If π P pY0pπAq, then Hπ is
a closed subspace of Y bπA H irreducible under the left multiplication by elements of A,
or more precisely, irreducible for pY -IndpπAqqpφY pAqq. Since the tensor product of C˚-
correspondences is both associative and distributive with respect to direct sums, we may
naturally identify X bπ Hπ with a closed subspace of X b Y bπA H. Since for a P KpXq we
have

ppX b Y q -IndpπAqqpab 1Y qpxb y bπA hq “ axb y bπA h,

we see that the action of ppX b Y q -IndpπAqqpab 1Y q on X bπ Hπ coincides with the action

of pX -Indpπqqpaq. In particular, the subspace X bπ Hπ is either t0u, when π R {xX,XyA, or
is irreducible for ppX b Y q -IndpπAqqpKpXq b 1Y q. Consequently,

pX -Indq ˝ pY0pπAq Ďzb1Y 0 ˝ pX b Y q -IndpπAq.

To show the reverse inclusion, let ρ P pzb1Y q0 ˝ pX b Y q -IndpπAq. Then ρ is an irreducible
subrepresentation of the representation πKpXq : KpXq Ñ BpXbY bπAHq, where πKpXqpaq “
ppX b Y q -IndpπAqqpa b 1Y q. We may consider the dual C˚-correspondence rX (not to be

confused with the dual pX to the C˚-correspondence X) as an xX,XyA-KpXq-imprimitivity
bimodule. Then using the natural isomorphism

p rX bKpXq bXq b Y bπA H – Y bπA H,

cf. [41, Proposition 2.28], we see that rX -IndpπKpXqq is equivalent to Y -IndpπAq ˝ φY :

A Ñ BpY bπA Xq. Since induction respects direct sums [41, Proposition 2.69], rX -Indpρq
is equivalent to an irreducible subrepresentation π of Y -IndpπAq ˝ φY . Then π belongs to

both {xX,XyA and pY0pπAq, and we have

ρ – X -Indp rX -Indpρqq – X -Indpπq.

Consequently, zb1Y 0 ˝ pX b Y q -IndpπAq Ď X -Ind ˝pY0pπAq. �

Corollary 4.7. The composition of duals to C˚-correspondences coincides with the dual of
their tensor product:

pX ˝ pY “ {X b Y .

Proof. We showed in the proof of Proposition 4.6 that X -Ind ˝pY0 “ zb1Y 0 ˝ pX b Y q -Ind,
and all subspaces of X b Y bπA H irreducible for pX b Y q -IndpπAqpKpXq b 1Y q are of the

form X bπ Hπ, where π P pY0pπAq X {xX,XyA. Since φXbY pAq Ď KpXq b 1Y , the action of
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pXbY q -IndpπAqpφXbY paqq, a P A, coincides on XbπHπ with X -IndpπqpφXpaqq. Thus we
have

pX0 ˝ pY0 “ pxφX0 ˝X -Indq ˝ pY0 “ {φXbY 0 ˝ pX b Y q -Ind “ {X b Y 0.

�

4.3. Semigroups dual to regular product systems. Let X be a product system over

P . By Corollary 4.7, the family t pXpupPP of dual maps to C˚-correspondences Xp, p P P ,

forms a semigroup of multivalued maps on pA, that is

pXe “ id, and pXp ˝ pXq “ pXpq, p, q P P.

If A is liminal then these multivalued maps are continuous by Proposition 4.5.

De�nition 4.8. We call the semigroup pX :“ t pXpupPP dual to the product system X.

In the remainder of this subsection we prove certain technical facts concerning the inter-
action among Cuntz-Pimsner representations, dual maps and the process of induction.

Lemma 4.9. Let X be a product system over a left cancellative semigroup P . If p, q, s P P
are such that s ě p, q, then

pXq´1s
pX´1
p´1s

“ rXq -Ind´1s ˝ pisq ˝ pi
s
p
´1
˝ rXp -Inds.

Proof. Applying Proposition 4.6 to Y “ Xp´1s, X “ Xp and Y “ Xq´1s, X “ Xq, respec-
tively, we get

rXs -Inds pXp´1s “
pisprXs -Inds and rXs -Inds pXq´1s “

pisqrXs -Inds.

As rXs -Inds is a homeomorphism, this is equivalent to

pXp´1s “ rXs -Inds´1
pisprXs -Inds and pXq´1s “ rXs -Inds´1

pisqrXs -Inds,

and the assertion follows. �

The following Lemma 4.10 is virtually a special case of [33, Lemma 1.3].

Lemma 4.10. Suppose Y is an imprimitivity Hilbert A-B-bimodule and pπA, πY , πBq is
its representation on a Hilbert space H. Thus πA : A Ñ BpHq, πB : B Ñ BpHq are
representations and with the map πY : Y Ñ BpHq they satisfy

πApaqπY pyqπBpbq “ πY paybq, πY pxqπY pyq
˚ “ πApAxx, yyq, πY pxq

˚πY pyq “ πBpxx, yyBq,

a P A, b P B, x, y P Y . If π is an irreducible subrepresentation of πB then the re-
striction ρpaq :“ πApaq|πY pY qHπ yields an irreducible subrepresentation of πA such that
rρs “ rY -Indpπqs.

Proof. Let π ď πB be a representation of B on a Hilbert space Hπ Ă H. The Hilbert space
πY pY qHπ Ă H is invariant for elements of πApAq and therefore ρpaq :“ πApaq|πY pY qHπ , a P A
de�nes a representation of A. Since

}

n
ÿ

i“1

πY pyiqhi}
2 “

n
ÿ

i,j“1

xπY pyiqhi, πY pyjqhjy “
n
ÿ

i,j“1

xhi, πApxyi, yjyAqhjy “ }
n
ÿ

i“1

yi bπ hi}
2,

the mapping πY pyqh ÞÑ y bπ h, y P Y , h P Hπ, extends by linearity and continuity to a
unitary operator V : πY pY qHπ Ñ Y bπ Hπ, which intertwines ρ and Y -Indpπq because

V ρpaqπY pyqh “ V πY payqh “ pay bπ hq “ Y -IndpπqpaqV πY pyqh.

Accordingly, if π is irreducible then ρ, being unitary equivalent to the irreducible represen-
tation Y -Indpπq, is also irreducible. �
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A counterpart of [33, Lemma 1.3] suitable for our purposes is the following statement.

Lemma 4.11. Suppose ψ is a Cuntz-Pimsner covariant representation of a regular product
system X over P on a Hilbert space H. Let p, q P P and let π be an irreducible summand of
ψpqq acting on a subspace K of H. Then the restriction

(26) πppT q :“ ψppqpaq|ψppXpqψqpXqq˚K , T P KpXpq,

yields a representation πp : KpXpq Ñ BpψppXpqψqpXqq
˚Kq which is either zero or irre-

ducible, and such that

rπps “ rpXp -IndqppXq -Indq´1pπqqs.

Proof. The dual C˚-correspondence rXq toXq is an imprimitivity xXq, XqyA-KpXqq-bimodule

and pψe, rψq, ψ
pqqq, where rψqp5pxqq “ ψqpxq

˚, is its representation. Thus, by Lemma 4.10, the
restriction πepaq :“ ψepaq|ψqpXqq˚K , a P A, yields an irreducible subrepresentation πe : AÑ

BpψqpXqq
˚Kq of ψe such that rπes “ r rXq -Indpπqs “ rpXq -Indq´1pπqs. If πepxXp, XpyAq “ 0,

then (26) is a zero representation. Otherwise we may apply Lemma 4.10 to πe and the

representation pψppq, ψp, ψeq of the imprimitivity KpXpq-xXp, XpyA-bimodule Xp. Then
we see that (26) yields an irreducible representation such that rπps “ rXp -Indpπeqs “
rXp -IndppXq -Indq´1pπqqs. �

5. A uniqueness theorem and simplicity criteria for Cuntz-Pimsner

algebras

Throughout this section, we consider a directed, left cancellative semigroup P and a
regular product system X over P with coe�cients in an arbitrary C˚-algebra A. We recall
from Theorem 3.8 that the Cuntz-Pimsner algebra OX is graded over the enveloping group
GpP q with �bers

pOXqg “ spantjXpxqjXpyq
˚ : x, y P X, rdpxq, dpyqs “ gu, g P GpP q.

Moreover, cf. Remark 3.9, OX may be viewed as a full cross-sectional algebra C˚ptpOXqgugPGpP qq

of the Fell bundle tpOXqgugPGpP q, and the reduced Cuntz-Pimsner algebra

Or
X :“ C˚r ptpOXqgugPGpP qq

is de�ned as the reduced cross-sectional algebra of tpOXqgugPGpP q. There exists a canonical
epimorphism

(27) λ : OX Ñ Or
X .

This epimorphism may not be injective. However, λ is always injective whenever group GpP q
is amenable or more generally when the Fell bundle tpOXqgugPGpP q has the approximation

property de�ned in [16].
We want to clarify what we mean by a uniqueness theorem in this context. By now,

several conditions implying amenability of the Fell bundle tpOXqgugPGpP q are known. That
is, conditions which guarantee the identityOX “ Or

X , see e.g. [26], [8], [16]. These conditions
seem to be independent of aperiodicity we want to investigate, and thus we decided not to
assume any of them. Accordingly, we seek an intrinsic condition on the product systemX (or

on the dual semigroup pX) which would guarantee that every Cuntz-Pimsner representation
of X injective on the coe�cient algebra A generates a C˚-algebra lying in between OX and
Or
X . Before proceeding further, we summarize a few know facts useful in the aforementioned

context.
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Proposition 5.1. Suppose that ψ is an injective Cuntz�Pimsner representation of a regular
product system X. If the epimorphism λ from (27) is an isomorphism, then the following
conditions are equivalent.

i) The canonical epimorphism Πψ : OX Ñ C˚pψpXqq, where iXpxq “ ψpxq, x P X, is
an isomorphism.

ii) There is a coaction β of G “ GpP q on C˚pψpXqq such that βpψpxqq “ ψpxq b
iGpdpxqq, x P X.

iii) There is a conditional expectation Eψ from C˚pψpXqq onto

Fψ “ spantψpxqψpyq˚ : x, y P X, dpxq „ dpyq u,

vanishing on elements ψpxqψpyq˚ with dpxq � dpyq, cf. Remark 2.3.

Not assuming injectivity of λ, we have implications (i) ñ (ii) ñ (iii), and (iii) is equivalent
to existence of a unique epimorphism πψ : C˚pψpXqq Ñ Or

X such that the following diagram

(28) OX

λ

99

Πψ // C˚pψpXqq
πψ // Or

X

is commutative.

Proof. It su�ces to prove the second part of the assertion. Implication (i) ñ (ii) is obvious
because we know that OX is equipped with the coaction in the prescribed form. Suppose (ii)
holds. Using the contractive projections onto the spectral subspaces for the coaction β, cf.
[38, Lemma 1.3], and the fact that elements of the form ψpxqψpyq˚ span a dense subspace
of C˚pψpEqq, Lemma 3.7, we get

rC˚pψpXqqsβg “ tc P C
˚pψpXqq : βpcq “ cb iGpgqu “ spantψpxqψpyq˚ : rdpxq, dpyqs “ gu.

In particular, the projection onto rC˚pψpXqqsβe “ Fψ is the conditional expectation described
in (iii). If we assume (iii), then tΠψppOXqgqugPG is a Fell bundle which yields a topological
grading of C˚pψpXqq, see [16, De�nition 3.4]. Hence by [16, Theorem 3.3] there exists
a desired epimorphism πψ : C˚pψpXqq Ñ Or

X . Conversely, if such an epimorphism πψ :
C˚pψpXqq Ñ Or

X exists, then composing it with the canonical conditional expectation on
Or
X one gets the conditional expectation described in (ii). �

The authors of [8] call a representation ψ : X Ñ B possessing the property described in
part (ii) of Proposition 5.1 gauge-compatible. For our purposes the property given in part
(iii) of Proposition 5.1 is more relevant, and thus we coin the following de�nition, cf. [16,
De�nition 3.4].

De�nition 5.2. We say that a representation ψ : X Ñ B of a product system X is topolog-
ically graded if it has the property described in part (iii) of Proposition 5.1.

Thus, to conclude our discussion, by uniqueness theorem for OX we understand a result
which guarantees that for every injective Cuntz-Pimsner covariant representation ψ of X
there is a map πψ making the diagram (28) commutative. By Proposition 5.1, this is
equivalent to ψ being topologically graded. We now introduce a dynamical condition which
entails such a result.

De�nition 5.3. We say that a regular product system X, or the dual semigroup t pXpupPP ,

is topologically aperiodic if for each nonempty open set U Ď pA, each �nite set F Ď P
and element q P P such that q �R p for p P F , there exists a rπs P U such that for a
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certain enumeration of elements of F “ tp1, ..., pnu and certain elements s1, ..., sn P P with
q ď s1 ď ... ď sn and pi ď si we have

(29) rπs R pXq´1sip
pX´1

p´1
i si

prπsqq for all i “ 1, ..., n.

Remark 5.4. Since pP,ďq is a directed preorder, for any F “ tp1, ..., pnu Ď P and q P P
there exists an increasing sequence q ď s1 ď ... ď sn such that pi ď si for all i “ 1, ..., n.
Therefore the essential part of the condition in De�nition 5.3 is existence of a rπs satisfying
(29), which a priori depends on the choice of the sequence q ď s1 ď ... ď sn and enumeration
of elements of F .

Proposition 5.5. If condition (29) holds for a certain sequence q ď s1 ď ... ď sn, then it
also holds for any sequence q ď s11 ď ... ď s1n such that

pi ď s1i ď si for all i “ 1, ..., n.

Moreover, we have the following.

i) If pGpP q, P q is a quasi-lattice ordered group then in De�nition 5.3 one can always
take

s1 “ p1 _ q and si “ pi _ si´1 for all i “ 2, ..., n.

ii) Topological aperiodicity of X implies that for any open nonempty set U Ď pA and any
�nite set F Ď P such that p �R e for p P F , there is a rπs P U satisfying

(30) rπs R pXpprπsq for all p P F.

If pP,ďq is linearly ordered then the converse implication also holds.
iii) In the simplest case of a product system tXbnunPN arising from a single regular C˚-

correspondence X, the topological aperiodicity is equivalent to that for each n ą 0
set

Fn “ trπs P pA : π P pXnprπsqu

has empty interior. (In this case we will say that the C˚-correspondence X is topo-
logically aperiodic.)

Proof. Let us notice that if q, pi ď s1i ď si, then using the semigroup property of pX (Corollary

4.7), surjectivity of mappings pXp, p P P , (Proposition 4.5) and taking into account (1) we
get

pXq´1si ˝
pX´1

p´1
i si

“ pXq´1s1i
˝ pXs1´1

i si
˝ p pXp´1

i s1i
˝ pXs1´1

i si
q´1

“ pXq´1s1i
˝ pXs1´1

i si
˝ pX´1

s1´1
i si

˝ pX´1

p´1
i s1i

Ě pXq´1s1i
˝ pX´1

p´1
i s1i

.

Hence rπs R pXq´1sip
pX´1
p´1
i si

prπsqq implies rπs R pXq´1s1i
p pX´1

p´1s1i
prπsqq. This proves the initial

part of the assertion.
Ad (i). It follows immediately from what we have just shown.
Ad (ii). If F “ tp1, ..., pnu Ď P and p �R e for all p P F , then putting q “ e we see

that topological aperiodicity of X implies that for any nonempty open set U Ď pA there are
elements s1, ..., sn P P , pi ď si, i “ 1, ..., n and a point rπs P U such that

rπs R pXq´1sip
pX´1

p´1
i si

prπsqq “ pXsip
pX´1

p´1
i si

prπsqq for all i “ 1, ..., n.
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By the inclusion noticed above we have pXsi ˝
pX´1

p´1
i si

“ pXpi ˝
pXp´1si ˝

pX´1

p´1
i si

Ě pXpi and thus

condition (30) follows.
Conversely, suppose pP,ďq is linearly ordered and the condition described in (ii) is sat-

is�ed. Let U Ď pA be open and nonempty, F Ď P �nite and q P P such that q �R p, for
p P F . Enumerating elements of F “ tp1, ..., pnu Ď P in a non-increasing order we have

p1 ď p2 ď ... ď pk0 ď q ď pk0`1 ď ... ď pn

for certain k0 P t0, 1, ..., nu. De�ning

si :“

#

q, i ď k0

pi i ě k0 ` 1

we see that q ď s1 ď ... ď sn and

pXq´1si ˝
pX´1

p´1
i si

“

#

pX´1

p´1
i q

, i ď k0

pXq´1pi i ě k0 ` 1
.

Put F 1 :“ tp´1
i q : i “ 1, ...k0uY tq

´1pi : i “ k0` 1, ...nu and note that p �R e for all p P F 1.
Thus we may apply condition described in (ii) to F 1 and then we obtain a rπs P U satisfying
(29).

Ad (iii). By part (ii) above, topological aperiodicity implies the condition described
in (iii). To see the converse, again by part (ii), it su�ces to show (30) for a �nite set
F Ď Nzt0u. The latter follows from condition described in (iii) applied to n “ m! where
m “ maxtk : k P F u. �

Now, we are ready to state and prove the main result of the present paper.

Theorem 5.6 (Uniqueness theorem). Suppose that a regular product system X is topolog-
ically aperiodic. Then every injective Cuntz-Pimsner representation of X is topologically
graded. If the canonical epimorphism λ : OX Ñ Or

X is injective then there is a natural
isomorphism

OX – C˚pψpXqq

for every injective Cuntz-Pimsner representation ψ of X.

Proof. Suppose that ψ is an injective Cuntz-Pimsner representation of X in a C˚-algebra
B. Then ψppq : KpXpq Ñ B is injective for all p P P . Let us consider an element of the form

(31) ψpqqpSqq `
ÿ

pPF

ψp,qpSp,qq,

where q P P , F Ď P is a �nite set such that q �R p for all p P F , and Sq P KpXqq, Sp,q P
KpXq, Xpq. By Lemma 3.7 part (iii), such elements form a dense subspace of C˚pψpXqq.
Thus existence of the appropriate conditional expectation will follow from the inequality

}Sq} “ }ψ
pqqpSqq} ď }ψ

pqqpSqq `
ÿ

pPF

ψp,qpSp,qq}.

To prove this inequality, we �x ε ą 0 and recall that for any a P A the mapping pA Q

rπs ÞÑ }πpaq} is lower semicontinuous and attains its maximum equal to }a}, cf. e.g. [14,

Proposition 3.3.2., Lemma 3.3.6]. Thus, since Xq -Ind : pAÑ {KpXq is a homeomorphism, we

deduce that there is an open nonempty set U Ď pA such that

}Xq -IndpπqpSqq} ą }Sq} ´ ε for every rπs P U.
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Let F “ tp1, ..., pnu. By topological aperiodicity of X, there are elements s1, ..., sn P P such
that q ď s1 ď ... ď sn and pi ď si, i “ 1, ..., n, and there exists a rπs P U satisfying (29).
Let us �x these objects.

We recall that if p ď s, then isppKpXpqq Ď KpXsq and thus ψppqpKpXsqq Ď ψpsqpKpXsqq,
cf. Lemma 3.6. In particular, we have the increasing sequence of algebras

ψpqqpKpXqqq Ď ψps1qpKpXs1qq Ď ... Ď ψpsnqpKpXsnqq Ď C˚pψpXqq.

We construct a relevant sequence of representations of these algebras as follows. We put

νq : ψpqqpKpXqqq Ñ BpHqq de�ned as νqpψ
pqqpSqq “ Xq -IndpπqpSq.

Then νq is an irreducible representation because so is π. We let νs1 : ψps1qpKpXs1qq Ñ BpHs1q

to be any irreducible extension of νq, and for i “ 2, 3, ..., n we take νsi : ψpsiqpKpXsiqq Ñ

BpHsiq to be any irreducible extension of νsi´1 . Finally, we let ν : C˚pψpXqq Ñ BpHq to be
any extension of νsn . In particular, we have

Hq Ď Hs1 Ď ... Ď Hsn Ď H.

Let Pq P BpHq be the projection onto the subspace Hq. Clearly

}Pqνpψ
pqqpSqqqPq} “ }νqpψ

pqqpSqqq} “ }Xq -IndpπqpSqq} ě }Sq} ´ ε

and as ε is arbitrary we can reduce the proof to showing that

(32) Pqνpψp,qpSp,qqqPq “ 0 for p P F.

To this end, we �x a pi P F . Let Psi be the projection onto Hsi and consider the space

Hpi :“ νpψpipXpiqψqpXqq
˚qHq.

We claim that PsiHpi “ t0u. Since Hq Ď Hsi , this implies (32) and �nishes the proof.
Suppose to the contrary that PsiHpi ‰ t0u. By Lemma 4.11 and the de�nitions of ν and
Hpi , the mapping

KpXpiq Q S ÝÑ νpψppiqpSqq|Hpi
is an irreducible representation equivalent to Xpi -Indpπq. In particular, Hpi is irreducible

for νpψppiqpKpXpiqqq. Since

νpψppiqpKpXpiqqq Ď νpψpsiqpKpXsiqqq and Psi P νpψ
psiqpKpXsiqqq

1,

we see that PsiHpi is an irreducible subspace for νpψppiqpKpXpiqqq. Thus, since Hpi and

PsiHpi are both irreducible subspaces for νpψ
ppiqpKpXpiqqq, eitherHpi “ PsiHpi orHpiKPsiHpi .

However, (as PsiHpi ‰ t0u) the latter is clearly impossible. Thus Hpi Ď Hsi and denoting
by πsi the representation

KpXsiq Q S
πsi
ÝÑ νpψpsiqpSqq|Hsi ,

we get rπsis P
xιsipi
´1
prXpi -Indpπqsq. Denoting by πq the representation

KpXqq Q S Ñ νpψpqqpSqq|Hq ,

we have rπqs P xι
si
q prπsisq and πq “ Xq -Indpπq. Hence we get

rπs “ rpXq -Indq´1pπqqs P rXq -Ind´1spxisiq prπsisqq Ď rXq -Ind´1spxisiq pxi
si
pi

´1
prXpi -Indpπqsqqq.

Thereby in view of Lemma 4.9 we arrive at

rπs P pXq´1sip
pX´1

p´1
i si

qprπsq,

which contradicts the choice of π. �
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As an application of Theorem 5.6, we obtain simplicity criteria for the reduced Cuntz-
Pimsner algebra Or

X . To this end, we �rst introduce the indispensable terminology.

De�nition 5.7. Let X be a regular product system over a semigroup P with coe�cients
in a C˚-algebra A. We say that an ideal J in A is X-invariant if and only if for each p P P
the set

X´1
p pJq :“ ta P A : xXp, aXpyp Ď Ju

is equal to J . We say X is minimal if there are no nontrivial X-invariant ideals in A, that
is if for any ideal J in A we have

p@p P P q X´1
p pJq “ J ùñ J “ t0u or J “ A.

Remark 5.8. When P “ N and A is unital, our De�nition 5.7 agrees with [43, De�nition
3.7] treating the case of a single C˚-correspondence, see the discussion on page 418 therein.

Remark 5.9. Let X be a regular C˚-correspondence. It is well known, cf. for instance [29,
Proposition 1.3], that for any ideal J in A we have

XJ “ txj : x P X, j P Ju “ tx P X : xx, yy P J for all y P Xu.

Therefore we see that

X´1pJq “ ta P A : aX Ď XJu “ φ´1pKJpXqq,

where
KJpXq :“ spantΘx,y : x P X, y P XJu “ spantΘx,y : x, y P XJu

is an ideal in KpXq. In particular, we infer that X´1pJq is an ideal and J is tXbnunPN-
invariant if and only if X´1pJq “ J , in which case we will say that J is X-invariant.

Theorem 5.10 (Simplicity of Or
X). If a regular product system X is topologically aperiodic

and minimal, then Or
X is simple.

Proof. Suppose I is an ideal in Or
X and put J “ pjrXq

´1pIqXA “ ta P A : jrXpaq P Iu. Then
J is an ideal in A. We claim that J is X-invariant. Indeed, for p P P we have

jrXpxXp, JXpypq “ jrXpXpq
˚jrXpJXpq “ jrXpXpq

˚jrXpJqj
r
XpXpq Ď I.

That is, xXp, JXpyA Ď J and hence J Ď X´1
p pJq. On the other hand, if a P X´1

p pJq then
by Remark 5.9 we have

φppaq “
ÿ

i

Θxi,yiji where xi, yi P Xp and ji P J.

Since jrX : X Ñ Or
X is Cuntz-Pimsner covariant, we get

jrXpaq “ jrX
ppq
pφppaqq “

ÿ

i

jrX
ppq
pΘxi,yijiq “

ÿ

i

jrXpxiqj
r
Xpyijiq

˚

“
ÿ

i

jrXpxiqj
r
Xpj

˚
i qj

r
Xpyiq

˚ P I.

Thus X´1
p pJq Ď J and this proves our claim. In view of minimality of X, either J “ A

or J “ t0u. In the former case, Or
X “ C˚pjrXpXqq “ I because jrXpXpq “ jrXpAXpq “

jrxpAqj
r
XpXpq Ď I for each p P P . In the latter case, the composition of jrX : X Ñ Or

X with
the quotient map θ : Or

X Ñ Or
X{I yields a Cuntz-Pimsner representation kX :“ θ ˝ jrX of X

in Or
X{I which is injective on A. Thus by Theorem 5.6 we have an epimorphism

πkX : Or
X{I Ñ Or

X

such that πkX pqpj
r
Xpxqq “ jrXpxq, x P X. Hence jrXpXqX I “ t0u and therefore I “ t0u. �
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Schweizer found in [43] a necessary and su�cient condition for simplicity of Cuntz-
Pimsner algebras associated with single C˚-correspondences, improving similar results of
[25]. Namely, by [43, Theorem 3.9], if X is a left essential and full C˚-correspondence with
coe�cients in a unital C˚-algebra A, then OX is simple if and only if X is minimal and
nonperiodic, meaning that Xbn « AAA implies n “ 0, where « denotes the unitary equiva-
lence of C˚-correspondences. This result suggests that topological aperiodicity of a product
system X should imply nonperiodicity of X, and this is indeed the case.

Proposition 5.11. Suppose that X is a topologically aperiodic regular product system over
a semigroup P of Ore type. Then Xp « Xe implies p „R e, and if in addition pGpP q, P q is
a quasi-lattice ordered group, then Xq´1pp_qq « Xp´1pp_qq implies p “ q.

Proof. In view of Proposition 5.5 parts (i) and (ii), it su�ces to note that Xp « Xq implies

that rπs P pXpp pX
´1
q prπsqq for all rπs P pA. To this end, let V : Xp Ñ Xq be a bimodule

unitary implementing the equivalence Xp « Xq. Let rπs P pA be arbitrary and take any rρs P
pX´1
q prπsq (such ρ exists because pXq is surjective). In other words, rπs ĺ rXq -Indpρq ˝ φqs.

Then V gives rise to a unitary map

rV : Xp bρ Hρ Ñ Xq bρ Hρ, such that rV pxb hq “ pV xq b h.

Indeed, this follows from the following simple computation:

}

n
ÿ

i“1

xi b hi}
2 “

n
ÿ

i,j“1

xxi bρ hi, xj bρ hjy “
n
ÿ

i,j“1

xhi, ρpxxi, xjyAqhjy

“

n
ÿ

i,j“1

xhi, ρpxV xi, V xjyAqhjy “
n
ÿ

i,j“1

xpV xiq bρ hi, pV xjq bρ hjy

“ }

n
ÿ

i“1

pV xiq bρ hi}
2,

where xi P Xp, hi P Hρ, i “ 1, ..., n. Since V is a left A-module morphism, we see that
rV establishes a unitary equivalence between Xp -Indpρq ˝ φp and Xq -Indpρq ˝ φq. Hence we
have both rπs ĺ rXq -Indpρq ˝ φqs and rπs ĺ rXp -Indpρq ˝ φps. �

6. Applications and examples

In this section, we give several examples and applications of the theory developed above.
In particular, we discuss algebras associated with saturated Fell bundles, twisted C˚-dynamical
systems, product systems of topological graphs and the Cuntz algebra QN.

6.1. Product systems of Hilbert bimodules, Fell bundles and dual partial actions.

In this subsection, we consider a regular product system X over a semigroup P of Ore type,
with the additional property that each C˚-correspondence Xp, p P P , is a Hilbert bimodule
equipped with left A-valued inner product px¨, ¨y : XpˆXp Ñ A. We call such an X regular
product system of Hilbert bimodules. With help of for instance [31, Proposition 1.11], one can
show that a regular product system is a product system of Hilbert bimodules if and only if
each left action homomorphism φp : AÑ KpXpq is surjective. In this case, φp : AÑ KpXpq

is an isomorphism and

pxx, yy “ φ´1
p pΘx,yq, x, y P Xp.

The following Proposition 6.1 gives another characterization of regular product systems of
Hilbert bimodules in terms of the Fell bundle structure in OX identi�ed in Theorem 3.8
above, cf. [31, Theorem 5.9].
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Proposition 6.1. A regular product system X over a semigroup P of Ore type is a product
system of Hilbert bimodules if and only if the algebra of coe�cients A embeds into OX as
the core subalgebra pOXqre,es, that is

jXpAq “ pOXqre,es.

In this case, each space Xp embeds into OX as the �ber pOXqrp,es. In particular, jXpXpq “

pOXqrp,es, for all p P P , and

(33) pOXqrp,qs “ spantjXpxqjXpyq
˚ : x P Xp, y P Xqu, p, q P P.

Proof. If all the maps φp : A Ñ KpXpq are isomorphisms, it follows from Lemma 3.2 part
(ii) that all the maps ιpr,qrp,q : KpXq, Xpq Ñ KpXqr, Xprq are (Banach space) isomorphisms.
Hence

lim
ÝÝÑ

KpXqr, Xprq “ ϕp,qpKpXq, Xpqq

where ϕp,q denotes the natural embedding ofKpXq, Xpq into the inductive limit lim
ÝÝÑ

KpXqr, Xprq.

As the isomorphism from Theorem 3.8 sends jXpxqjXpyq
˚ to ϕp,qpΘx,yq, x P Xp, y P Xq, we

get (33). In particular, we have jXpAq “ pOXqre,es.
Conversely, if we assume that φp : AÑ KpXpq is not onto for certain p P P . Then

ϕe,epKpAqq “ ϕp,ppφppAqq ( ϕp,ppKpXpqq Ď lim
ÝÝÑ

KpXr, Xrq,

and hence jXpAq ( pOXqre,es. �

Remark 6.2. If tBgugPG is a saturated Fell bundle, [21], i.e.

BgBg´1 “ Be, for all g P G,

we may treat X “
Ů

gPGBg as a regular product system of Hilbert bimodules with the

structure inherited in an obvious way from tBgugPG. Then the Fell bundles tpOXqgugPG
and tBgugPG coincide. Accordingly, every cross sectional algebra of a saturated Fell bundle
admits a natural realization as Cuntz-Pimsner algebra of a regular product system of Hilbert
bimodules. Conversely, by Proposition 6.1, if X is a regular product system of Hilbert
bimodules over a semigroup P of Ore type, and each �ber Xp is nondegenerate as right
Hilbert module (so it is an imprimitivity bimodule), then the Fell bundle tpOXqgugPGpP q is
saturated.

Suppose X is a regular product system of Hilbert bimodules over a semigroup P of Ore
type. Since all the maps φp : AÑ KpXpq, p P P , are isomorphisms, we infer from De�nition

4.4 that the semigroup pX “ t pXpupPP dual to X consists of partial homeomorphisms pXp

with domain {xXp, Xpyp and range pA. We show in Proposition 6.4 below that the semigroup

t pXpupPP generates a partial action of the enveloping group GpP q. We recall the relevant
de�nitions concerning partial actions, cf. e.g. [19].

De�nition 6.3. A partial action of a group G on a topological space Ω consists of a pair
ptDgugPG, tθgugPGq, where Dg's are open subets of Ω and θg : Dg´1 Ñ Dg are homeomor-
phisms such that

(PA1) De “ Ω and θe “ id,
(PA2) θtpDt´1 XDsq “ Dt XDts,
(PA3) θspθtpxqq “ θstpxq, for x P Dt´1 XDt´1s´1 .

The partial action ptDgugPG, tθgugPGq is topologically free if for every open nonempty U Ď Ω
and �nite F Ď Gzteu there exists x P U such that x P Dt´1 implies θtpxq ‰ x for all t P F .
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Proposition 6.4. Suppose X is a regular product system of Hilbert bimodules and the un-
derlying semigroup P is of Ore type. The formulas

Drq,ps :“ pXqp
{xXp, Xpypq,

pXrp,qsprπsq :“ pXp
pX´1
q prπsq, rπs P Drq,ps, p, q P P,

yield a well de�ned family of open sets tDgugPGpP q and homeomorphisms pXg : Dg´1 Ñ Dg

such that ptDgugPGpP q, t pXgugPGpP qq is a partial action of GpP q on pA. Moreover,

i) tXgugPGpP q is a semigroup dual to tpOXqgugPGpP q, where we treat tpOXqgugPGpP q as

a product system, and pXg are viewed as multivalued maps on pA with pXgp pAzDg´1q “

tHu.
ii) We have the following implication:

(34) ptDgugPGpP q, t pXgugPGpP qq is topologically free ùñ X is topologically aperiodic,

and if P is both left and right Ore (so for instance it is a group or a cancellative
abelian semigroup) then the above implication is actually an equivalence.

Proof. To begin with, let us note that for an ideal I in A and p P P we have

(35) pXpppIq “ {

pxXpI,Xpy, pX´1
p ppIq “ {xXp, IXpyp,

cf. [33, Remark 2.3], [41, Subsection 3.3]. Now, let rπs P pA and r P P be arbitrary. Natural

representatives of the classes pXp
pX´1
q prπsq and pXpr

pX´1
qr prπsq act by multiplication from the

left on the spaces

Xp b rXq bπ Hπ, Xpr b rXqr bπ Hπ,

respectively. The obvious C˚-correspondence isomorphisms

Xpr b rXqr – Xp b pXr b rXrq b rXq – Xp bAb rXq – Xp b rXq

yield a unitary equivalence between the aforementioned representations. Hence pXp
pX´1
q prπsq “

pXpr
pX´1
qr prπsq, and thus pXp

pX´1
q does not depend on the choice of representatives of rp, qs.

It follows from (35) that the natural domain of pXp
pX´1
q is pXqp

{xXp, Xpypq which coincides
with the spectrum of qxXqxXp, Xpyp, Xqy. This shows that the formulas above indeed de�ne

homeomorphisms pXg : Dg´1 Ñ Dg, g P GpP q.
Condition (PA1) is obvious. To show (PA2), let t “ rt1, t2s, s “ rs1, s2s and r ě t2, s1.

Putting q “ t1pt
´1
2 rq, p “ s2ps

´1
1 rq, we have t “ rt1pt

´1
2 rq, t2pt

´1
2 rqs “ rq, rs and s “

rs1ps
´1
1 rq, s2ps

´1
1 rqs “ rr, ps. Hence

pXtpDsq “ pXrq,rspDrr,psq “ pXq
pX´1
r p pXrpDre,psqq “ pXqpDre,ps XDre,rsq.

On the other hand, since st “ rt1, t2s ˝ rs1, s2s “ rt1pt
´1
2 rq, s2ps

´1
1 rqs “ rq, ps, we have

Dts XDt “ Drq,ps XDrq,rs “ pXqpDre,psq X pXqpDre,rsq “ pXqpDre,ps XDre,rsq.

This proves condition (PA2).
To show (PA3), let t “ rt1, t2s, s “ rs1, s2s, r ě t1, s2 and rπs P Dt´1 X Dt´1s´1 . Then

a natural representative of pXstprπsq “ pXrs1,s2s˝rt1,t2sprπsq “
pXs1s

´1
2 r

pX´1

t2t
´1
1 r
prπsq acts by left

multiplication on the space

Xs1s
´1
2 r b

rXt2t
´1
1 r bπ Hπ “ Xs1 bXs´1

2 r b
rXt´1

1 r b
rXt2 bπ Hπ,
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Similarly, a representative of pXsp pXtprπsqq “ p pXs1 ˝
pX´1
s2 ˝ pXt2 ˝

pX´1
t2
qprπsq acts by left

multiplication on the space

Xs1 b
rXs2 bXt1 b

rXt2 bπ Hπ.

The latter can be considered an invariant subspace of the former with help of the following
natural isomorphisms of C˚-correspondences:

Xs1 b
rXs2 bXt1 b

rXt2 – Xs1 b
rXs2 b pXr b rXrq bXt1 b

rXt2

– Xs1xXs2 , Xs2ys2 bXs´1
2 r b

rXt´1
1 r b xXt1 , Xt1yt1

rXt2 .

By the choice of rπs and property (PA2), we see that pXs
pXtprπsq is nonzero and thus equals

pXstprπsq, as irreducible representations have no non-trivial subrepresentations.

Ad (i). This follows from our description of pXrp,qs and the form of Orp,qs given in (33).
Ad (ii). Implication (34) is straightforward. For the converse, let us additionally assume

that P is right cancellative and right reversible (then P is both left and right Ore). Take
any g1,..., gn P GpP qztre, esu. Using left reversibility of P we may represent these elements
in the form g1 “ rt, r1s,..., gn “ rt, rns, where t, r1, ..., rn P P and t ‰ ri for i “ 1, ..., n.
By right reversibility of P , one can inductively �nd elements q1, ..., qn, p

1
1, p

1
2, ..., p

1
n P P such

that

q1t “ p11r1,

q2q1t “ p12p
1
1r2,

...

qn...q2q1t “ p1n...p
1
2p
1
1rn.

Then de�ning

q :“ qn...q1, s :“ qt and pi :“ qn...qi`1p
1
i...p

1
1 for i “ 1, ..., n,

we get s “ piri and pi ‰ q for i “ 1, ..., n. Hence q´1s “ t and p´1
i s “ ri for every

i “ 1, ..., n. Thus
pXgi “

pXrt,ris “
pXt

pX´1
ri “

pXq´1s
pX´1

p´1
i s
.

Since pXq´1s
pX´1

p´1
i s

“ pX
rq´1s,p´1

i ss does not depend on the choice of s ě q, pi, we see that the

aperiodicity condition applied to q and p1, ..., pn yields the topological freeness condition for
g1, ..., gn. �

We do not know if the converse to implication (34) holds in general, see also Remark 6.10
below. Nevertheless, applying Proposition 6.4 and Theorems 5.6 and 5.10, we obtain the
following.

Corollary 6.5. Suppose tBgugPG is a saturated Fell bundle. Treating its �bers as imprimi-

tivity Hilbert bimodules over Be, cf. Remark 6.2, the dual semigroup t pBgugPG is a group of

genuine homeomorphisms of pBe.

i) The action t pBgugPG is topologically free if and only if the product system X “
Ů

gPGBg is topologically aperiodic. If this is the case, then every C˚-norm on
À

gPGBg is topologically graded.

ii) If the action t pBgugPG is topologically free and has no invariant non-trivial open sub-
sets then the reduced cross-sectional C˚-algebra C˚r ptBgugPGq is simple.
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6.2. Crossed products of twisted C˚-dynamical systems. Suppose α is an action of
a semigroup P by endomorphisms of A such that each αs, s P P , extends to a strictly
continuous endomorphism αs of the multiplier algebra MpAq. Let ω be a circle-valued
multiplier on P . That is ω : P ˆ P Ñ T is such that

ωpp, qqωppq, rq “ ωpp, qrqωpq, rq, p, q, r P P.

Then pA,α, P, ωq is called a twisted semigroup C˚-dynamical system. A twisted crossed prod-
uct Aˆα,ω P , see [22, De�nition 3.1], is the universal C˚-algebra generated by tiApaqiP psq :
a P A, s P P u, where piA, iP q is a universal covariant representation of pA,P, α, ωq. That is,
iA : AÑ Aˆα,ω P is a homomorphism and tiP ppq : p P P u are isometries in MpAˆα,ω P q
such that

iP ppqiP pqq “ ωpp, qqiP ppqq and iP ppqiApaqiP ppq
˚ “ iApαppaqq,

for p, q P P and a P A. A necessary condition for iA to be injective is that all endomorphisms
αp, p P P , are injective. We apply Theorem 3.8 to show that when P is of Ore type this
condition is also su�cient. Additionally, we reveal a natural Fell bundle structure inAˆα,ωP .

Following [22], we associate to pA,α, P, ωq a product system X “
Ů

pPP op Xp over the

opposite semigroup P op. We equip the linear space Xp :“ αppAqA with the following C˚-
correspondence operations

a ¨ x “ αppaqx, x ¨ a “ xa, xx, yyp “ x˚y,

a P A, x, y P Xp. The multiplication in X is de�ned by

x ¨ y “ ωpq, pqαqpxqy, for x P Xp “ αppAqA and y P Xq “ αqpAqA.

By [22, Lemma 3.2], X is a product system and the left action of A on each of its �bers is by
compacts. Accordingly, X is a regular product system if and only if all the endomorphisms
αp, p P P , are injective. Moreover, by [22, Proposition 3.4] there is an isomorphism

Aoα,ω P – OX

given by the mapping that sends an element iP ppq
˚iApaq P A oα,ω P to the image of the

element a P Xp “ αppAqA in OX . Using this isomorphism and Theorem 3.8 one immediately
gets the following.

Proposition 6.6. Suppose that pA,α, P, ωq is a twisted semigroup C˚-dynamical system,
where P is of Ore type and all the endomorphisms αp, p P P , are injective. Then the
following hold.

i) The algebra A embeds via iA into the crossed product Aoα,ω P .
ii) The crossed product A oα,ω P is naturally graded over the group of fractions GpP q

by the subspaces of the form

Bg :“ spantiP ppq
˚iApaqiP pqq : a P αppAqAαqpAq, rp, qs “ gu, g P GpP q.

Moreover, Aoα,ωP can be identi�ed with the cross-sectional C˚-algebra C˚ptBgugPGpP qq.

In the remainder of this subsection we keep the assumptions of Proposition 6.6. It is
natural to de�ne a reduced twisted crossed product Aˆrα,ωP to be the reduced cross-sectional
algebra of the Fell bundle tBgugPGpP q. Let λ : A ˆα,ω P Ñ A ˆrα,ω P be the canonical
epimorphism, and

Iλ :“ kerλ.

We wish to generalize the main results of [4] to the case of twisted semigroup actions. Let
X be a product system associated to pA,α, P, ωq as above. One can see, cf., for instance,
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[31, Example 1.12], that a �ber Xp, p P P , is a Hilbert bimodule if and only if the range of
αp is a hereditary subalgebra of A. If this is the case, then αppAq is a corner in A:

αppAq “ αppAqAαppAq “ αpp1qAαpp1q,

and the left inner product in Xp is de�ned by

pxx, yy “ α´1
p pxy˚q , x, y P Xp “ αppAqA.

The spectrum of αppAq can be identi�ed with an open subset of pA. Then the homeomorphism

pαp : {αppAq Ñ pA dual to the isomorphism αp : A Ñ αppAq can be naturally treated as a

partial homeomorphism of pA, cf. [32, De�nition 2.16]. The following Lemma 6.7 is based
on [32, Proposition 2.18] dealing with interactions on unital algebras.

Lemma 6.7. If the monomorphism αp has a hereditary range, then the homeomorphisms

pαp : {αppAq Ñ pA and pXp : {xXp, Xpyp Ñ pA coincide.

Proof. With our identi�cations, we have

{αppAq “ trπs P pA : πpαppAqq ‰ 0u “ {xXp, Xpyp.

Let π : AÑ BpHq be an irreducible representation such that πpαppAqq ‰ 0. Then pαpprπsq is
the equivalence class of the representation π ˝αp : AÑ BpπpαppAqqHq. Since πpαppAqqH “

πpαppAqAqH and

}
ÿ

i

ai bπ hi}
2 “ }

ÿ

i,j

xhi, πpa
˚
i ajqhjyp} “ }

ÿ

i

πpaiqhi}
2,

ai P Xp “ αppAqA, hi P H, i “ 1, ..., n, we see that abπ h ÞÑ πpaqh yields a unitary operator
U : Xp bπ H Ñ πpαppAqqH. Furthermore, for a P A, b P αppAq and h P H we have

rXp -IndpπqpaqU˚sπpbqh “ Xp -Indpπqpaq bbπ h “ pαppaqbq bπ h “ rU
˚pπ ˝ αpqpaqsπpbqh.

Hence U intertwines Xp -Ind and π ˝ αp. This proves that pXp “ pαp. �

Before stating our criterion of simplicity for semigroup crossed products, we need to de�ne
minimality for semigroup actions.

De�nition 6.8. Let α be an action of a semigroup P on a C˚-algebra A. We say that α
is minimal if for every ideal J in A such that α´1

p pJq “ J for all p P P we have J “ A or
J “ t0u.

Let us note that if X is the product system associated to a twisted semigroup C˚-
dynamical system pA,α, P, ωq then minimality of α in the sense of De�nition 6.8 is equivalent
to minimality of X in the sense of De�nition 5.7.

Proposition 6.9. Suppose pA,α, P, ωq is a twisted semigroup C˚-dynamical system with P
of Ore type. We assume that each endomorphism αp, p P P , is injective and has hereditary

range. As above, we regard pαp, p P P , as partial homeomorphisms of pA. The formulas

Drq,ps :“ pαqp{αppAqq, pαrp,qsprπsq :“ pαpppα
´1
q prπsqq, rπs P Drq,ps, p, q P P,

yield a well de�ned partial action ptDgugPGpP q, tpαgugPGpP qq which coincides with the partial
action induced by the Fell bundle tBgugPGpP q described in Proposition 6.6 part (ii). Moreover,

ptDgugPGpP q, tpαgugPGpP qq is topologically free ùñ tpαpupPP is topologically aperiodic,

and
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i) if the semigroup tpαpupPP is topologically aperiodic, then for any ideal I in Aˆα,ω P
such that I XA “ t0u we have I Ď Iλ;

ii) if the semigroup tpαpupPP is topologically aperiodic and α is minimal, then the reduced
twisted crossed product Aorα,ω P is simple.

Proof. With the identi�cation of A oα,ω P with OX , for each g P GpP q we have the corre-
spondence between pOXqg and Bg. Thus Lemma 6.7 and Proposition 6.4 imply the initial
part of the assertion. The remaining claims (i) and (ii) follow from Lemma 6.7 and Theorems
5.6 and 5.10. �

Remark 6.10. If P “ G is a group, the multiplier ω ” 1 is trivial, and all αp, p P P ,
are automorphisms, then A ˆα,ω P “ A ˆα G is the classical crossed product. Then parts
(i) and (ii) of Proposition 6.9 coincide with [4, Theorem 1] and [4, Corollary on p. 122],
respectively. More generally, let us suppose that ω is arbitrary, P is left Ore semigroup, and
α : P Ñ AutpAq is a semigroup action by automorphisms. By [34, Theorem 2.1.1] both the
action α and the multiplier ω extend uniquely to the group G “ PP´1 in such a way that
pA,α,G, ωq is a twisted group C˚-dynamical system and we have a natural isomorphism

Aˆα,ω P – Aˆα,ω G.

Then the partial action of G described in Proposition 6.9 is by homeomorphisms and coin-

cides with the standard action pα of G on pA. Now, when P is both left and right Ore we can
infer from Proposition 6.4 part (ii) that

semigroup tpαpupPP is topologically aperiodic ðñ group tpαgugPG is topologically free.

It also follows from [4, Theorem 2] and the implication in Proposition 6.9 that the above
equivalence holds when P is an arbitrary left Ore semigroup and A is commutative. In fact,
in this case both these conditions are equivalent to the intersection property described in
Proposition 6.9 part (i).

6.3. Topological graph algebras. Let E “ pE0, E1, s, rq be a topological graph as in-
troduced in [27]. This means we assume that vertex set E0 and edge set E1 are locally
compact Hausdor� spaces, source map s : E1 Ñ E0 is a local homeomorphism, and range
map r : E1 Ñ E0 is a continuous map.

A C˚-correspondence XE of the topological graph E is de�ned in the following manner,
[27]. The space XE consists of functions x P C0pE

1q for which

E0 Q v ÞÝÑ
ÿ

tePE1:speq“vu

|xpeq|2

belongs to A :“ C0pE
0q. Then XE is a C˚-correspondence over A with the following

structure.

px ¨ aqpeq :“ xpeqapspeqq for e P E1,

xx, yyApvq :“
ÿ

tePE1:speq“vu

xpeqypeq for v P E0, and

pa ¨ xqpeq :“ aprpeqqxpeq for e P E1.

C˚-correspondence XE generates a product system over N. It follows from [27, Proposition
1.24] that this product system (or simply, this C˚-correspondence XE) is regular if and only
if

(36) rpE1q “ E0 and every v P E0 has a neighborhood V such that r´1pV q is compact.
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In particular, (36) holds whenever r : E1 Ñ E0 is a proper surjection. If both E0 and E1

are discrete then E is just a usual directed graph and then (36) says that every vertex in E0

receives at least one and at most �nitely many edges (in other words, graph E is row-�nite
and without sources). According to [27, De�nition 2.10], the C˚-algebra of E is

C˚pEq :“ OXE .

Let e “ pen, ..., e1q, rpeiq “ spei`1q, i “ 1, ..., n ´ 1, be a path in E. Then e is a cycle if
rpenq “ spe1q, and vertex spe1q is called the base point of e. A cycle e is said to be without
entries if r´1prpekqq “ ek for all k “ 1, ..., n. Graph E is topologically free, [27, De�nition
5.4], if base points of all cycles without entries in E have empty interiors. It is known, see
[28, Theorem 6.14], that topological freeness of E is equivalent to the uniqueness property
for C˚pEq.

In general, topological aperiodicity of XE is stronger than topological freeness of E.
However, when E “ pE0, E0, s, idq is a graph that comes from a mapping s : E0 Ñ E0,
these two notions coincide.

Proposition 6.11. Suppose XE is a C˚-correspondence of a topological graph E satisfying
(36). The dual C˚-correspondence acts on E0 (identi�ed with the spectrum of A “ C0pE

0q)
via the formula

(37) pXEpvq “ rps´1pvqq.

In particular,

i) XE is topologically aperiodic if and only if the set of base points for periodic paths
in E has empty interior;

ii) If r is injective, topological aperiodicity of XE is equivalent to topological freeness of
E;

iii) If E is discrete, then XE is topologically aperiodic if and only if E has no cycles,
and this in turn is equivalent (see [30, Theorem 2.4]) to C˚pEq being an AF-algebra.

Proof. We identify pA with E0 by putting vpaq :“ apvq for v P E0, a P A “ C0pE
0q. We �x

v P E0 and an orthonormal basis txeuePs´1pvq in the Hilbert space C|s´1pvq|. Let us consider

the representation πv : AÑ BpC|s´1pvq|q given by

πvpaq “
ÿ

ePs´1pvq

aprpeqqxe, a P A “ C0pE
0q.

One readily checks that the mapping

XE bv C Q xbv λ ÞÝÑ
ÿ

ePs´1pvq

λxpeqxe P C|s
´1pvq|

gives rise to a unitary which establishes equivalence XE -Indpvq – πv. Furthermore, we have

tw P E0 : w ď πvu “ tw P E
0 : w “ rpeq for some e P s´1pvqu “ rps´1pvqq.

This yields (37). Claim (i) follows from (37), part (iii) of Proposition 5.5 and the Baire
category theorem. Claims (ii) and (iii) are now straightforward. �

Corollary 6.12. Keeping the assumptions of Proposition 6.11, let V Ď E0 be closed. Then

ideal J “ C0pE
0zV q is XE-invariant if and only if pXEpV q “ V .

Proof. It is known, see for instance [28, Section 2], that ideal J “ C0pE
0zV q is XE-invariant

if and only if V satis�es the following two conditions

1q p@e P E1q speq P V ùñ rpeq P V, and 2q v P V ùñ pDe P r´1pvqq speq P V.
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In view of (37), conditions (1) and (2) are respectively equivalent to the inclusions pXEpV q Ď

V and V Ď pXEpV q. �

Example 6.13 (Exel's crossed product for a proper local homeomorphism). Let A “ C0pMq
for a locally compact Hausdor� space M and let α : AÑ A be the operator of composition
with a proper surjective local homeomorphism σ : M Ñ M . Then α is an extendible
monomorphism possessing a natural left inverse transfer operator L : AÑ A, de�ned by

Lpaqptq “
1

|σ´1ptq|

ÿ

sPσ´1ptq

apsq,

see [6, Subsection 2.1]. Let XL be the C˚-correspondence with coe�cients in A, constructed
as follows. XL is the completion of A with respect to the norm given by the inner-product
below, and with the following structure:

x ¨ a “ xαpaq, xx, yy “ Lpx˚yq, a ¨ x “ ax,

where a P A, x, y P XL. Clearly, the left action of A on XL is injective. One can also
show that it is by compacts, see the argument preceding [6, Corollary 4.2]. Hence XL is a
regular C˚-correspondence. It is known that is naturally isomorphic to a C˚-correspondence
associated to the topological graph E “ pM,M,σ, idq, [6, Section 6]. Thus, by Proposition
6.11, the dual C˚-correspondence to XL acts on M , identi�ed with the spectrum of A “

C0pMq, via the formula

(38) pXLptq “ σ´1ptq.

It is observed in [6] that
C0pMqoα,L N :“ OXL

is a natural candidate for Exel's crossed product when A “ C0pMq is non-unital. When M
is compact, CpMqoα,L N coincides with the crossed product introduced in [17] and can be
e�ectively described in terms of generators and relations, [20, Theorem 9.2].

Now, combining Proposition 6.11, [6, Lemma 6.2] and [28, Theorem 6.14], we see that the
following conditions are equivalent.

i) XL is topologically aperiodic;
ii) the set of periodic points of σ has empty interior;
iii) σ is topologically free in the sense of Exel and Vershik [20, De�nition 10.1], [6];
iv) every non-trivial ideal in C0pMqoα,L N intersects C0pMq non-trivially.

Consequently, in view of Corollary 6.12, the crossed product C0pMqoα,L N is simple if and
only if in addition to the above equivalent conditions there is no nontrivial closed subset Y
of M such that σ´1pY q “ Y , cf. [6, Theorem 6.4], [20, Theorem 11.2], see also [9] and [45].

6.4. C˚-algebras of topological P -graphs. In this subsection, we introduce topological
P -graphs which generalize both topological k-graphs [47] and (discrete) P -graphs [40], [7].
Within the framework of a general approach to product systems proposed in [23], the rea-
soning in [23, Example 1.5 (4)] shows that a topological P -graph de�ned below is simply a
product system over P with values in a groupoid of topological graphs, see [23, De�nition
1.1]. In the sequel P is a semigroup of Ore type. We treat elements of P as morphisms in
a category with single object e.

De�nition 6.14. By a topological P -graph we mean a pair pΛ, dq consisting of:

(1) a small category Λ endowed with a second countable locally compact Hausdor�
topology under which the composition map is continuous and open, the range map
r is continuous and the source map s is a local homeomorphism;
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(2) a continuous functor d : Λ Ñ P , called degree map, satisfying the factorization
property: if dpλq “ pq then there exist unique µ, ν with dpµq “ p, dpνq “ q and
λ “ µν.

Elements (morphisms) of Λ are called paths. Λp :“ d´1ppq stands for the set of paths of
degree p P P . Paths of degree e are called vertices.

We associate to a topological P -graph pΛ, dq a product system in the same manner as it
is done for topological k-rank graphs in [8]. That is, for each p P P we let Xp “ XEp be the
standard C˚-correspondence associated to the topological graph

Ep “ pΛ
e,Λp, s|Λp , r|Λpq,

so that A :“ C0pΛ
eq and Xp is the completion of the pre-Hilbert A-module CcpΛ

pq with the
structure

xf, gyppvq “
ÿ

ηPΛppvq

fpηqgpηq and pa ¨ f ¨ bqpλq “ aprpλqqfpλqbpspλqq.

The proof of [8, Proposition 5.9] works in our more general setting and shows that the
formula

pfgqpλq :“ fpλpe, pqqgpλpp, pqqq

de�nes a product Xp ˆ Xq Q pf, gq Ñ fg P Xpq that makes X “
Ů

pPP Xp into a product

system. In view of (36), we see that the product system X is regular if and only if for every
p P P we have

rpΛpq “ Λ0, and

every v P E0 has a neighborhood V such that r´1pV q X Λp is compact in Λp,

If the above condition holds, we say that the topological P -graph pΛ, dq is regular. It follows
from [8, Theorem 5.20] that if pΛ, dq is a regular topological k-rank graph (that is, if P “ Nk),
then the Cuntz-Krieger algebra of pΛ, dq de�ned in [47] coincides withOX . Hence it is natural
to coin the following de�nitions, see also Remark 6.16 below.

De�nition 6.15. Suppose pΛ, dq is a regular topological P -graph, where P is a semigroup
of Ore type. We de�ne a C˚-algebra C˚pΛ, dq and a reduced C˚-algebra C˚r pΛ, dq of pΛ, dq
to be respectively the Cuntz-Pimsner algebra OX and the reduced Cuntz-Pimsner algebra
Or
X , where X is the regular product system de�ned above.

Remark 6.16. If Λ is a discrete space then C˚pΛ, dq is a universal C˚-algebra generated by
partial isometries tsλ : λ P Λu subject to a natural version of Cuntz-Krieger relations, see
[40, Theorem 4.2]. If we additionally assume pG,P q is a quasi-lattice ordered group then
C˚r pΛ, dq coincides with the co-universal C˚-algebra C˚minpΛq associated to pΛ, dq in [7]. To
see the latter combine [40, Proposition 6.4], [7, Theorem 5.3], [8, Theorem 4.1] and [44,
Corollary 5.2].

As an application of our main results � Theorems 3.8, 5.6, 5.10, we obtain the following.

Proposition 6.17. Suppose pΛ, dq is a regular topological P -graph. The C˚-algebras C˚pΛ, dq
and C˚r pΛ, dq are non-degenerate in the sense that they are generated by the images of injec-
tive Cuntz-Pimsner representations of X “

Ů

pPP Xp. Moreover,

i) X is topologically aperiodic if and only if for every nonempty open set U Ď Λe, each
�nite set F Ď P and an element q P P with q �R p for all p P F , there is an
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enumeration tp1, ..., pnu of elements of F and there are elements s1, ..., sn P P such
that q ď s1 ď ... ď sn, pi ď si, for i “ 1, ..., n, and the union

(39)
n
ď

i“1

tv P Λe : µ P Λp
´1
i si , ν P Λq

´1si , spµq “ spνq and rpµq “ rpνq “ vu

does not contain U .
ii) X is minimal if and only if there is no nontrivial closed set V Ď Λe such that

(40) rpΛp X s´1pV qq “ V for all p P P.

In particular, if the equivalent conditions in (i) hold, then any non-zero ideal in C˚r pΛ, dq
has non-zero intersection with C0pΛ

eq. If the conditions described in (i) and (ii) hold, then
C˚r pΛ, dq is simple.

Proof. The initial claim of this proposition follows from Theorem 3.8 above. To see that
the equivalence in part (i) holds, it su�ces to apply formula (37) to the C˚-correspondences
Xp “ XEp , p P P . Similarly, using (37) and Corollary 6.12, we see that X-invariant ideals in
C0pΛ

eq are in one-to-one correspondence with closed sets V satisfying (40). This proves part
(ii). The �nal claim of the proposition now follows from Theorems 5.6 and 5.10 above. �

Remark 6.18. Until now, there has been several di�erent aperiodicity conditions introduced
that imply uniqueness theorems for topological (or discrete) higher-rank graphs, that is when
P “ Nk, cf. [39], [47], [46]. To our knowledge there are no such theorems known for more
general semigroups P . We also point out that our topological aperiodicity has an advantage
of being local � it involves only �nite paths in Λ, which is of importance, cf. [39, discussion
on page 94].

6.5. The Cuntz algebra QN. In [12], Cuntz introduced QN, the universal C˚-algebra
generated by a unitary u and isometries sn, n P Nˆ, subject to the relations

(Q1) smsn “ smn,
(Q2) smu “ umsm, and

(Q3)
řm´1
k“0 u

ksms
˚
mu

´k “ 1,

for all m,n P Nˆ. Cuntz proved that QN is simple and purely in�nite. Now we deduce the
simplicity of QN from our general result � Theorem 5.10 above, see also Remark 6.19 below.

It was shown in [46] that QN may be viewed as the Cuntz-Pimsner algebra of a certain
product system. We recall an explicit description of that product system given in [24].

The product system X is over the semigroup Nˆ and its coe�cient algebra is A “ CpS1q.
We denote by Z the standard unitary generator of A. Each �ber Xm, m P Nˆ, is a C˚-
correspondence over A associated to the classical covering map S1 Q z Ñ zm P S1, as
constructed in Example 6.13. Each Xm as left A-module is free with rank 1, and we denote
the basis element by 1m. Hence, each element of Xm may be uniquely written as ξ1m with
ξ P A. We have

pξ1mq ¨ a “ ξαmpaq1m,

xξ1m, η1mym “ Lmpξ
˚ηq,

a ¨ ξ1m “ paξq1m,

for ξ, a P A. Then

X :“
ğ

mPNˆ
Xm

becomes a product system with multiplication Xm ˆXr Ñ Xmr given by

pξ1mqpη1rq :“ pξαmpηqq1mr
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for m, r P Nˆ. By [24, Proposition 3.13] (cf. [44, Corollary 5.2]) we have

OX – QN.
Now, let Ei,j , i, j “ 0, 1, . . . ,m ´ 1, be a system of matrix units in MmpCq. There is an
isomorphism

CpS1q bMmpCq – KpXmq

such that
f b Ei,j Ø ΘZiαmpfq1m,Zj1m .

Thus {KpXmq may be identi�ed with the circle S1. With these identi�cations, we have

φmpZq “ Z b E0,m´1 `

m´2
ÿ

j“0

1b Ej`1,j ,

and hence the multivalued map xφm : S1 Ñ S1 is such that

xφmpzq “ tw P S
1 | wm “ zu.

Furthermore, rXm -Inds is identi�ed with the identity map on S1, and consequently the

multivalued map yXm “ xφm ˝ rXm -Inds : S1 Ñ S1 is

yXmpzq “ tw P S
1 | wm “ zu.

For m ‰ n the set tz P S1 | z P yXmpxXn
´1
pzqqu is �nite, while every nonempty open subset

of S1 is in�nite. It follows that the product system X is topologically aperiodic.
Now, we see that A does not contain any non-trivial invariant ideals. Indeed, suppose

J is an X-invariant ideal in A. Then LmpJq Ď J for all m P Nˆ. There exists an open
subset U of S1 and a function f P J such that f ě 0 and fptq ‰ 0 for all t P U . If m is
su�ciently large then for each z P S1 there is a w P U such that wm “ z. Then Lmpfq is
strictly positive on S1 and hence invertible. Since Lmpfq P J , we conclude that J “ A.

Remark 6.19. We recall, cf. [6, Section 2] and Example 6.13, that for each m P Nˆ the
mapping

CpS1q Q a ÞÑ
?
ma1m P Xm

establishes isomorphism between the �ber Xm and the C˚-correspondence associated to the
topological graph pS1, S1, αm, idq. Using these isomorphisms, one may recover the product
system associated to the topological Nˆ-graph pΛ, dq constructed in terms of generators in
[46, Proposition 5.1]. In particular, simplicity of QN could be also deduced from Proposition
6.17 applied to pΛ, dq. Moreover, as the range map in each �ber of pΛ, dq is injective, part
(ii) of Proposition 6.11 and Example 6.13 indicate that our simplicity criterion in this case
might be not only su�cient but also necessary.
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